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SUMMARY

The effect of changes in the base georneb:y and the bleedvents

on the dr:ag of bÌun-t-based bodies is investigated at high Reynolds num-
.E

bers ('Reâa0'). A maximum dnag coefficient C,= .640 and a mínimum of
.

C,- .270 is found fon veny smal-.1- bl-eedr:ates. The pneviously found dnag gain
d

with bleed of G, = 3.0 coul-d be inproved to Gd = 74.0. Dnag vaniations('o
could be ne.l-ated to the flow pattern in the nean wake by means of two newly

defined length sca.l-es 1" and f"pin thnough the use of a new.l-y deveJ-oped

st::eamer: method. A uniformly valid cornelation between l-^ and l-^^-- ise sp].n

found which is thought to make the formation of yontex streets behind bluff
'

objects dependent on I' only.
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1. Genenal Introduction

The present study of the drag reduction by blowing is pant

of a pnognamme concer:ned with a system for the speed stabilization of

a windtunnel, using fJ-uidic devices.

The invention in l-960, of the finst fl-uid amplifiers opened

the way for a napidly expanding new technology now commonly known as

fl-uidics, on fluid amplifieation, These devices made possible the

development of contnol-and logíc systems using only the pnopenties of

moving fl-uids - rlpune fluidrr systems.

The attnactive f,eature of many now known fl-uidic devices ís

that they contain no moving pants and can openate under widely vanying

envi:ronmenta.l- conditions gíving nise to the expectation of pnolonged

life and dependabílity of the systems. In all the devices, use is made

of intenaction of jets and phenomena nel-ating to separated-and re-attached 
.,

flows. The application of common sense and imagination to combining

these pninciples has played and stil-J- plays an extr:emely inpor:tant r-ole

in the conception of new fl-uidic devices and control systems; the in-

vestígation hene presented is, a resul-t of such a development.

It was thought that an automatic wínd.tunnel speed stabilization

system using the fluidic principle of no moving pants, would have distinct

advantages over pantly e.l-ectrical, pantly mechanical systems. The fl-uidic

system basical-Iy senses the windtunnel speed and countetlacts any changes

in the speed by varying the aenodynamic nesistance of the tunnel circuit.

The nealization of the system requínes the development of a number

i.-

i:.:.:r..-j:''i:
l:'i:.t;:.:':
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of devices, nanely:

- a speedsensoll

a comparator

- powen amplifien

- vaniable tunne.I nesistance.

r the sneerìsensor the comoanaton has been0f these devices the speedsensoll inconporating the companaton h

completed and the no-l-oad static penfo::mance investigated (nef. 1).

The-'powe:: amplifien is unde:r investigation. The vaniabl-e nesistance

/r \ -,----'-!:--is proposed to be brought about by tr^ro methods: (1) va::iation of the

dnag of bl-unt bodies by means of base bl-eed , (2) diffuser efficiency

contnol by inducing local separation by bJ-owing. The aín supply fon

the resistances, and pant of the power amplífier is to be taken fnom

the settling charnben of the windtunnel itself, making those pants of

the system independent of external powen.

A mo::e detailed descniption of the speed stabilízation system

is pneseated. in appendix A.

2. The Reduction of the Drag of cylindrical Bl-unt Based Bodies by
BlowÍng.

2.1 In,tnoduction
Tt is well- known that ill-str"eamlined bodies show a considerable

dnag companed to well--stneamlined bodiesr' Thi" effect is caused by the

inability of the boundary layen to remain attached to the body in the pre-

sence of high advense pressur?e gradients over the near pa::t of the body.

The flow thenefore separates from the body leaving a so calfed t'dead aintt

region behind the body and a wake which may be peniodic. This t'dead

ainrt negion, having a 1ow pnessure, creates a high drag.

:,:;tt::::-ri.
.;::l!¡.j:ìi;
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Although these effects wene extensíveJ-y reponted in the eanly

days of fl-uid dynamics by Prandtl, von Kårmån, Kinehoff, Helmholtz and

oËhens, they r"emained of academic intenest only - blunt shapes wene

sÍrnp1y avoided in aenodynamic design - until quite necently.

Extensive neseanch (nef. 2) into the drag neduction at supensonic

' and tnansonic speeds resu.l-ted in the use of ainfoils !üith cut-off tnail--

rÐg edges. Although advantageous at high speeds, they gave nise to a

considenable penalty in aenodynamic efficiency at subsonic speeds due

to the low 1íft and high dnag charactenistics. The hígh dr"ag. is mainly

due to the low pnessure regíon immediately behind the body called the base

drag. Reduction of the base drag was found to be obtained by a continuous

iajection of fluíd from the base of bodies and even refativety' 1ow bleed-
.t

f^ates wene found to b'e effective (Ref. 3r4). Fon use ín the speêd

stabil-ization s5rstem, howeve:r, these bl-eedrates woul-d be hígh companed

bleed mod.es. 
.

Fnom studying the effects of changes in the geometry of the base

and bleedvents, insight into mone efficient means of drag neduction by

base bteed is anticipated so that highen dnag gain,lACU/nCfl, than demon-

sbrated in Refenences 3 and 4, can be obtained.

' 2.2. ' Review of Previous l.Ionk

Although quite a complete review of nesearch on the sepanated

ff-pws behind bluff bodies was presented in 1962 by Nash (nef. 2), more

!." - .. i. . .-i
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recent work is of sufficient impontance to be neviewed and its connec-

tion with ol-der wonk noted.

Tnvestigations by Pnandtl (Ref. 5) on the flow anound bl-uff

objects sÞ¡owed that the flow pattenn changed veny significantly l¡ith

Reynolds number. At extnemely low Reynolds numben (Re=zl-), a flow

pattenn like the potential fl-ow was obsenved. A sJ-ightly highen Rey-

nolds nur¡ben up.to:Re^=50, lvas chanactenized by the sepanation of the

.l-aminar boundary layen, wel-l befone the near stagnation point, fonm-

ing a'stabl-e fox,ced vortex pain (Fig. la). Tncneasing the Reynolds

numben beyond Re æ50 nesu.l-ted ín the vortex pain becoming unstable

and the wel-.1-=known vontex stneet was fonmed. This vontex street coul-d.

be obse::ved fon Reynolds numbens beyond the cnitical- va.l-ue-tnansitíon to
tr

turbulent bound:eny layens and tunbulent sepanation - as high as Re¡=l-O"

(Ref. 6). Beyond that the val-ue the vontex street bnoke down and the wake

became a periodic.

A.cJ-ose appnoxÍmation of the behavioun of peniodic vontex
'--.:

. stneets was given by von Kårmån using a potential fl-ow solution. He

found a uni.que relationship between the geometny of the vontex street,

the stnength of the individual vontices and the velocit5r with which the

vortex street moves d.ownstneam with respect to the body (Fig. fb).

frh
QCu =-tann--s . 2a '*"^' a t (1)

where: U = veloeity of the vontex street relative to the body,

F- = stnength of each of the vortices in the street's
arh- = lateral and tnansversal spacing of the vontices respeetively.'s

i
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StabiJ-ity ínvestigations on diffenent geometrical confígurations of

peniodic vontex stneets neveal-ed that only one stable condition exists,

namely when:

. ,Íñosin(t')=f,

or hs, 
= O.2gl_

a
(2)

Cannying thnough a time ave::aged dnag catcul-ation by momentum consid-

e:rations it was.found (Ref. 6) that the dnag coefficient is given

by:

c, = --!- = g [r.ss g* - o.6sc|tl'-|, (3)G r ,,o. o L u- U6 J'4pv-òd

where: C, = dnag coefficient, D = d.nagd

U- = fnee stneam velocity '

g*=F : (4)U- U-

N = vontex shedding fnequency on one side

T-s=.2õêu" , ' (s)

p = density
.

. d-=bodyheight:

Measurements of the fnequency and spacing natio only a::e needed to cal--

culate the drag

A method fon predicting the frequency and spacing natio for a

given body shapen however, was not avaílab1e. Attenpts to calcu.l-ate the

dnag of bluff body shapes nesulted in the Helmholtz-Kinchoff fnee stneam-

1Íne theory. Basic assumptions of this theory r¡rene that in the avenage

the hightJ-y tunbulent wake could be replaced by a dead-aín region at
i:i r ::: ." i
. !:..t'' :: -
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ambíent pnessure being separated from the fi:ee stneam by the fnee shean

layens. These fnee shean layens were neplaced by fnee stneamlines springing

from the sepanation points;. For" bodies with fixed sepanation poínts such
i,.

it us fl-at plates nonmal- to the str:eam the potential fl-ow solution obtained

y the fnee stream-l-ine theory yieJ-ded fonebody pressure distributíons which

.'t--^'., wene not in agneement r^rith the obsenvations. Onty quite necently (195a)

.¡ Roshko (Ref. 7) succeeded in obtainíng a morç satisfactory potential
i:..

flow öol-ution fon the peniodic fl-ow anound bl-uff body shapes by joining

the fnee-streaml ine solution to the von Kårmån vo:rtex stneet as illustrated

I in Fig. 2. But this so.Lution is al-so semi-empé:rical in that one pånameten,

namel-y the vontex tnansfen fnactíon € has to be determined fnom expeniments.

This pa::amete:: r.epresents'the'fnactíon of the vo:rticity, shed from the sepa-

ration poínts, which enters,the'vontex'street. The nate of flow of vonticity

in one shean layen may be found (Ref. 3r4) to be.

22

åi = u';u' 
,

ì1 
whene:

U2 = vel-ocity on the outside of the fnee strear layen,

Ul = velo-city on the inside of the fnee shear layer.

The rate of fl-ow of vonticity in one half of the von Kårmån vontex street

is simply

dr
S

¡;_ = N'I" (7)

The vontex tnansfen fnaction is therefone
dr

e=19¡- =2N'1"dt 'dr - --.
A, ví:ui (8)
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Using expenimental-ly determined values of e¡y Fage and çlohansen (Ref . 8),

Roshko (Ref. 7) was able to compute fainly accurate base pnessunes and

base dnags fon centain body shapes.

The vontex transfen fractíon € in fact descnibes quantitatively

the tnansformatíon of the f::ee shear layers irito concentrated vortices

and the cancellatÍon of part of the vorticity shed fnom the sepanation

points by dissipative action in the nean wake. It is especially onoces-

ses-líke entrainment in the shean layens and vontices

mixing and noll-ing up of the shear J-ayers,
'i

- dissipation in the near wake

which dete::mine the characten of the flow, but which ane stil-l ver?y littl-e

undenstood.

stnated in l-962 by Abe:rnatþ and Knonauen (Rer' 9) that two vor:tex layens

which ane fnee to interAct are unstable and bneak down into concentrated

vontiees. Hence steady revensed fl-ow bubbfes behind bluff.bodies-cannot

exist in the pïaesence of distu::bances as created by tunbulent fnee shean
:

layers - .tunbulent wakes ane inherently unstabl-e - but may exist in the

case of al-most:distunbance free faminan shea:: layens (extremely J-ow Rey-

nol-ds numbers). The mechanics of the formation of eddies for nel-atively

high Reynolds numbers r,ras discussed by Gennand in 1966 (Ref . fO). He sug-

gested that two chanacte¡ristíc lengths in the nean wake determine the struc-

tune of the vortex street.
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(a) The scale of the fonmation negion L¡,
measured as the horizontal distance be-
tween the separation poínts and the point
whene innotational fluid is fírst dnawn
acnoss the wake axis

(b) The width to which the shean Ìayens diffuse
befone they come together Lá.

These two lengths detenmine respeetively the fnequency of shedding and

the strength of the vontices. Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the formation

process according to Gerrand. The fnee sheanÌayer I begins to noff up.

' 
-ayen and some imotational- fluid which is gradually en-The. othen sheanlayen and some i:

t¡rained in the formation pnocess stants to be drawn into the formation

region by the fonmíng vontex I. This fl-uid is dístributed into the dín-

ections a, b and c. Pa:rt a is entnained by the vortex f, par-t b by the

sheanlayer I while:pant c enter:s the fonmation region. As soon as the

sheanlayens - beaning vonticity of opposite sign - come togethen, less

cinculation'from the shearlayen I entens vontex I. Finally it is cut-off

fnon,shea::layer f and vontex ï is bhed fnom the body. Vortex II is then

beginning to fonm. Roshko (Ref. 7. ) defined the univensal Stnouhal

numben (non-dimensional fnequency) as ,

s=I'¿,u*
2whene u".n = U- % (94)

and U_, = vel-ocity in the fnee stneam at the separation
SED' Polnt

Cp".p = pressure at sepanation pointo
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Geruard discusses how its vaniation with Reynol-ds number is due to

the behaviour. of the tunbufent free sheanÌayers. In appendix B

a short treatment of turbul-ent fnee sheanÌayens is presented. It is

shown that the vo.Iume f.l-ow (the enfi:ainment) in the layers is appnox-

imately equal

The width can

to

be

the mean velocíty times the width of the shearlayen.

shown to incnease lineanly downstream even in the

pr¡esence of streamwise pnessu:le gradients and curvatune of the rtmean

streamlinesrr, ,¿s long,:as the layens Possess a sirnifa::ity behavioun.

Becauselof this linearity and the fact that the velocity at the innen-

.side of the shea::layers at the separation point is zeno Genrard assumes

.that:the entrainment,may be takenrto be propontional to Usep'Lf (the

length of the shea::.Iayer) if the effects of.'ctirvature ane neglected.

.Alsor,he f,ound.,experimentaljy that with changes in Reynolds number: the

change in vortex str:ength ,l= is approximately pnopontionaf to the change

in turbul-ent entnainment and, thenefore, to (U^^-'L.'). Fnom eguations-sepr-
,(,4).-and. (:5) .it can.be 'seen that an incnease in fs,nesults in'.a ::eduction

,in,the f::equency N or(.ÂN) a Â(U""p'Lf). However, there is an oelosinl

tnend. Gerr,ard,found'that the frequency of shedding d.ecneases as the dÍffu-

sion length LU incneases orl (-AN) g (ÂLU).

.Siac-e.fon.a,:given body,height the posítion whene the shean.l-ayers meet: on

:ttre',ceotreIine ,(L=) 'varies inverse\r with'the nate spnead of the shear-r
layers (LU) ít fol--lows that Lf'L.-constant. It can now be seen that

jf the,eqlrainrneot Y="prlr, increases, (lowen diffusion) the diffusion

.*ength decreases.' An incneage i.n entrainment tends to decrease the
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fnequency but the nelated diffusion J-ength tends to inc::ease the

fnequency. This accounts for the almost constant strouhal numben with

ReynoJ-ds numben as found expenimentalJ-y as long as the sheanlayens al.e

tunbulent and the shedding ís periodic (tO3<Re<l-05).

This descniption of the vortex formation pnocess and the

behaviour of the sheanlayers provides a basís fon the explanation of

the phenomena associated with the behavioun of the sheanlayer.s in the

case of wake interference in which antificia.l- means of changing the form-

atíon: process ane useci.

The contributions of Beanman and Vfood (Ref. 3r4rl-l-) to the

undenstanding of the behaviou:: of the fnee sheanlayers behind b1uff

bodies serve as- a. startÍng point fo the present work. Both authors

studied the wake ínterfenence due to base bfeéd arÍd splitte:: plates on

ainfoil-s with mo::e or fess elliptical leading edges and cut-off trail-

ing edges, usíng wide open and par"tly open bases as shown in Fig. 4.

They showed índependently that the base pnessune coefficient, Co- , is
Pb.

essentialì-y constant oven the base height and incnêases al-most J-inearly

wíth bl-eed coefficient, C.., fon C..<0.15, (Fig.' 5a) resulting in drag:re-
ull

ductions ín the onden of 50eo. Increasing the bleednate beyond C-.=0.15

resulted in only slight incneases in the base pnessurle. Also, ít was found

that the wide open base configuration was the most effícient.

Wake investigations perfonmed on the same model-s showed that fon

the basè shapes used thene r{as a unique nel-ationship between base pnes-

su:re.andvontexformationdistance,.Lf,andadependenceonboattai]-

i..:,..;

t, l::
i. 

_:L

i:.4..
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anglé v.(rig.sgsb)Splitten plate investigations on the models yielded

close agneement with the behaviour shown in Fig. 5b. This means that,

fo:r the models used the method of wake interference'is innelevant as

fan as the base pl?essune and vontex formation distance is coneenned

A cleanJ-y defined vontex stneet appeaned to be Present if the bl-eed-

::ate was smalf . At bleed rates app:roaching the bl-eedrate whene the base

pt?essure.l-evefs off (Fig. 5a)o the vontex stneet gradually broke down

into. an a-periodic, tunbulent wake. Fig. 6 shows wake configunations

as suggested by different authors for the blunt-based airfoils.

In the case of a full-y open base bfeed and in the absence of

the vontex street, an'apProximate but almost complete sol-ution fon

bl-eed coefficients 0.20 <Cu<- isrgiven by Abramovich (Rer' f2) in hís

theory of coflowing jets: He also indicates that fon small-en bleed-

nates (C,,<.2) the undenJ-ying assumption of constant Pressure in the]¡-
wake is vioj,gted due to stnong curvatune of the sepa::ating streamlines.

Vontices are for^med whe::e the free sheanlayens meet. He indicates a

strong displacement effeet of the outen stream by the fnee shsan1ayens

which, lowening the pressure at the tnailing edge'considenably, givæ

nise to the base dnag.

2 ;3 Basis of Pnesent- Investigations

The descniptíon of the format-ion pnocess gíven in section 202

makes it obvious that attemPts to change the base dnag must be aimed

at interfering with the fnee sheanlayers to modify the entrainment

mechanisms, since these completely dete:rmine the flow and the shape of
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the nean wake. The shape of the nean wake in its tunn, due to its dis-

placement effect on the fnee str"eam, detenmines the base pr"essune and

thus the base drag. As concluded by Zd::avkovích, l-969 (Ref. .l-3) from

his necent investigations on the fonmation of vontex streets at low

Reynolds numbers (ne=tOO), it is necessary and sufficíent to pnevent

eithen the instability (nolling up) <jf the sheanlayers on to decnease

the nate of genenation of vontícity in order to suppress the fonmation

of,v.ortex stneets. These conditions hold also fon tunbufent sheanlayens

although some instabÍlíty wil-.l- always be pnesent. Combinations of the

two mechanisms mentioned above are employed in.the pnesent inwestÍgation

of wake intenfenence by base bleed. It shoul-d be mentionedo howeven, that

the instabiJ-ity is not necessaní1y independent of the rate of generation

since the instabiJ-ity, apparently being sel-f Índuced (Ref . 14'15), woul-d

depend on the concentnation of'vorticÍty in the'shean fayens; and-there-

fone on the rate,of genenation of vonticity

ì , F::om the base bJ-owing experiments by Bearman and I'lood (Ret. 3r4,
:'

and 11) it can be leanned that the most efficient wake interferrence is

obtained by dinect intenfenence with the shean layens - bleed adjacent

to the main stneam'- as shown in Fig. 6, thus loweríng the rate of genen-

ation of vortícity and, due to the coupled effects of lowened entr"ainment

and dispJ-acement, J-owering the base drag: If, however, the intenfenence

is not dínectJ-y with the shearlayers, but with the entrainment mechanisms

in the fonmation negion, as is the case with the narrow central base slot

configurations mentioned in section 2r2o a less strongly influenced drag
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behaviour is found. This is due a) to the formation of vortex pairs

behind the solid base shouldens preventing direct interaction of the

bleed and the shearlayers and b) the effectívely unchanged rate of

genenation of vonticity at low bleed nates (no on weak vontices behind

the sol-id base shouldens) and the incneased nate of genenation at high
ì

bleedrates (stnong vontices behind the solid base a:reas. )

It ís quite obvious but neven mentioned explícitly by investir

gatg:s of base bleed that fon a bl-unt-based ainfoil- with no boat-tailing

as used by Ref. 4 and 11, the highest possible base pnessune is attained

at a bl-eednate fon which Cu=l, so that the displacement effect of the

airfoil and the wake would be the same as fon a semi-infinite halfbody

of the same tnai1ing edge thickness. Fon highen on lower bl-eed-coef,-

ficients the fnee stneam woufd be displaced outwands; hence a lowe:r base

pressure would resu.l-t:

It was mentioned by sevenal investigatons (Refs. 2?3'4,11) that

a so called tfbase cavity effecttt was found; the base pressune on model-s

with open,unr:estnicted, hol-low bases showed lowen base pnessures than iden-

tíca1 models but with a sol-id base. This indicates that the base geo-

metny might have an impontant effect on the base pressune and hence on the

'drag.

¡¿ake bleed modes than the ones demonstrated (Refs. 3r4r11) shoul-d be aímed

at interfering with the fnee shear:layens on1y, i.e. bleedvents should be

located near the separation points onIy. Extreme changes in the base

:.i::.:--:
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geomêtry might fead to configunations allowing boundary layen ne-

attachment which would yield base pnessures in excess of the maximum

base pnessure.on the semi-infinite hal-fbody mentioned befone. A model

with a numben of íntenchangeable base shapes all-owing pressure mea-.

sunements was therefor:e to be constructed as reponted in detail in sec-

tion 2.4.

Sínce a connelation of base pnessur.e behaviour. with the flow

patt.ern in the wake is essential fon the undenstanding and explanatÍon

of ine behavioun of the different configunations, a flow visual-ization

method was to be devised. as descnibed in section 2.7.

2.4 The lflindtunnel-

The windtunnel stabil-ization system descnibed ín appendix A

is to be applied to the cl-osed cincuit open test section windtunnel

of the department of mechanical- engineening at the Univensity of Mani-

toba. tn" cont::ol- nesistance using base bleed is to be instalted in a

cylindnical conduit of f8r' diameten whene the maximum operating speed is

150 ft./sec., but typical openation would be at l-00 ft./sec. A finst

estimate of bodies to pnoduce the dnag changes suggested an annay of

bodies with 6" x'-r" bases. Hence a 6rr x 6tt open cincuit model tunnel

in which fulJ- size tests on the base bleed cytindens could be penformed

was desígned and is shown in Fig. 7. The Reynolds numben based on the

basic mode.l- chond was Re = l-.03 x 105.
l
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Air was taken from the atmospher"e into the fan, blown through

a flexibJ-y connected rectangulan effusen, through the 6rr squane and

5 ft. Iong test section, through the one to foun area ::atio and 4 2/3

ft. Iong diffuser. to dischange back ínto the atmosphene. A honeycomb

at the fan exhaust straightened the flow. Two single (32 Mesh) screens

before and aften the f.l-exible eoupling, and one doubl-e screen at the

effusen exhaust wene empÌoyed to obtain a more uniform velocity distribu-

tiou.

Two plexig.lass wíndows formed the sides of the test section,

from 6t' until- 36tr downstr:eam of the effusen dischange. The uppenside

of this section was al-so made of plexiglass, the lowe::side of plywood

which a.l-so contained a cir,cul-an access doon of 4tr in diameter. Static

prlessure tappings wene ínstalled at suitable points in the test section

ín the tunnel fl-oon. A total- head tube which could be tnavensed in ve:r-

tical- dinection was installed at 7.5tf downstneam of the effusen discharge

in the ventica.l- centneplane of the tunnel-. A total head tube for complete
..'

wake traverses was instãfte¿ at 4e ft. downstneam of the effusen. The re-

sult of tnavorses done with the total- head tubes upstneam and downstr.eam

of the.test section are shown it fig". I and 9 respectively.

'ension of the models descnibed in section 2.5 was achiev-

ed by clanping it in between the windolr panes and secuning it by a bolt

thnoughoneofthepanesat12.5l'dov¡nstneamoftheeffusendischarge

coul-d be entened thnough

hol-es in the window panes. A more detail-ed descniption is given in Ref.

t.

22.
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2.5 Basic Models, Base Configurations and Bleed Arnangement

A basic model (fig. toa) of .644'r maximum thickness, 2.otl

chord and with panallel trailing edges (¡lodel I) was used. Thís

model was laten,modified by gnindíng a slight boattail angle of 30

onto the tnailing edges (¡lodel ïI, Fíg. l-0b). The leading edge was

appnoximately efliptical with, a r:atio,.of major-to-mino:: axis of 3.3.

This modef was obtained by (fig: 1l-) fonming a 0.040rrthíck steel

plate anound a stneamline strut extnusion. The ho.l-l-ow shel-l- thus
':

obtained was fitted wíth two end plates. In one end plate two 0.50'r

tubes senved as infets fon the b1eedflow whil-e the other end pÌate

se::vedaspnimanyattachmer,ì,tofthe.mode]-.inthewindtunne1(seeFig.

11). The attachment consisted of a bol-t connection th::ough the k"

plexiglass windowpane of the windtunnel test section. r

ThinteenstaticPreSSu]1eho1esnominaJ-1y0.0]-0llindiameten

were instal-f.ed in the centne sectioñ of model I and l^Iere connected

to l-116" bnass hypodenmic tubes which' wene glued to the hollow inside

of the nodel . The tubes l^Iere l-ed out of the model thnough a hole in i

:

one of the end plates and cut-off in diffenent lengths to al1ow easy

handling and designation of the pressure hole numbers. Two sSrmmetr:ica1ly

situated bl-eedvents of diffenent size we::e obtained by installing a num-
1-

ben of cylindnical tubes which !,rere ground to exact dirnensions as shown'
:

inFig.I2a.ThetubeSwerehe1dinpositionbyintenchangeab1ep1exi-

glass nings in the window panes of the tunnel test section. A. ktt l-ong

cusped spine couLd be sSrmmetrically install-ed behind the base tubes,

1.. ..
Ì: .-.j :

,i:_:i::
":-,'.
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yielding configunations as shown in fig. I2b. A 0.020r static Pressune

hole r.¡a.s install-ed in each tube and a tnavensing meehanism to which the

tubes could be attached al-fowed both tnansverse and cir.cumfenential pres-

sr.Lne measunements on the base cylínders. AdditionalJ-y, a solíd fl-at

base made of wood and a curved holfowbase made of 0.01-0rt of shimbnass

as shown in Fíg. I2c, each containing one static pressune hole at the

model centneline, could be mounted.

Combining model- II with the different base cylinders, the spine,

the.'hol-l-ow and the flat base yielded configurations similan to those shown in

Fíg. I2a,b,e.

modeL was ttdniven by the static ptles-The bl-eed fl-ow thnough the

su:re diffellence between the open cincuit -. cl-osed wor:king section of the

wi.ndtunne.Itt(see section 2.4) and the atmosphe::e using the arnangement

shown in Fig. l-3. The amount of base bleed was measì-lned with'a venturi=

meten of 0.500tt thnoat diameter which was smoothly connected to two bleed

inlet tubes by means of a nomínally 1.00" inside diameten flexible plas-

tic hose and a fonked coPpen distributing tube as shown in Fig. 13. The

bleednate could be adjusted by a clamp on the plastic hose. In case of

extreme sensitivity of the base pt?essune to bleedr â .460t? plug was

inserted into the venturi throat to yield an increased sensitívity of

the throat depnession to bleednate. Three defl-ecton vanes wene used to

pbtain a uníform spanwise bleed veJ-ocitylnyl.ail-,"ting the Yanes until- at

C ---- the base p::essune was as unifonm as possible. Variations of up to
u,max

5% in C_ wene found oven 759o of the span fon sma.l-l cylinders and langen
.Pb

cylínders at the centreline whíl-e up to 10% vaniation occur"red along the

Ërailing edges fon J-arge fO.

L ..1-'l
lr,i:'r:.:

l:i .i';r:r i. i
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2.6 Pnes3une Measurements and Determination of Dnag

The detenmination of the fonces actíng on bodies suspended

in an airstneam is a nel-atively simpJ-e pnobJ-em. The fol-lowing met-

hods ane avaílabJ-e.

a) fonce bal-ance

b) pnessune dístnibution integnation

Method (a) could have been used but tends to be com.pJ-ex when ain has to

be fed. to the model-. Theneforer method.s (b) an¿ (c) nemained.

Befone the static pnessune hol-es in model I wene instal-Ied it

lras attempted to determine the drag by method (c) using the total- head

t::aver:sing mechanism descnibed in section 2.4. It was soon appanent

that at such a dístance behind the model (appnoxímately 80 base heights)

the spnead of the wake nesulted in a nedistnibution of the fl-ow ove:: the

full height of the tunnel. Integnation orr.o the tunnel height including

the boundany layens would be necessary to determine the dr:ag; a time con-

:ration. Closen is redistribution woul-d notsuming openation. Cl-osen to the model- th

take place and the momentum decnement due to the model nesístance would
:

be corrfined to a ::e.l-atively nar.rsolr wake negion. The incneased fl-uctuat-

ing eomponents of the velocity, howeven, woul-d. nenden the total head

tnave::sing method l-ess reliab.l-e. It is thought that a lange ennorl in the

dnag may nesult for the, bodies unden investigation (by using method (c)).

Also, due to the likety vaniation of this ernor with bteednate the slope

of the measuned dr:ag-bJ-eed behaviour inight, show peeuliarities which ane

-ì:' :-:'r.r:_

i:ì, ¡

,t
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not consi-stent with the body static pnessune behavioun. The discrepancy

in d::ag .behavioun as found by methoc (c) may be detected fnom the base

pressure behaviou:r, si.nce an increase in base pnessune must nesu1t in

a decrease in dnag. Evidence of such a discrepancy can be located in

the nes¡¡.3-ts of ltood (Ref. 3). A nevensa.l of the slope of drag vs. bl-eed

curve wajs observed whi-l-e the base pnessune incneased. with bleed, but

nemained unexplained.

Ilake fLuctuations could intnoduce enrors in the body static

pnes'sure read.íngs when using method (b). Beanman (Ref . 4) showed that

the intensities of the fluctuating components became guite l-ow cl-ose to

the body- The::efone, the integnation of the static prlessune distribution

would yi-eJ.d neliabfe nesults. It'was decided to use body static pnessure

integ:cat-ion to determíne the dnag.

The pnessures were measured using a muftítude manometer bank

aining ethanof al-cohol- (".g. 0.795)

Readings of al-l the pnessures on the fonebody of the models and the sta-

tic and totaJ- head neadings in the tunnef couJ-d be taken. The pressure

tapping on the base c5rlinder was displayed and neconded as the cylinden

$ras rotated. This gave the pressu:re distnibution overl the base eylinder.

Thnoughout aJ-J- the tests the inclination of the manometen bank was set
'' .:

at 30o thus increasíng the actual pnessure difnerences by a facton two.

The p:ressu::es could be nead to the neanest millimete::.

trn Figu::es f4", 14b and 154, 15b are examples of the pressure

distnibutions plotted versus horizontal X and venticaf coordinate Y, fon

Model f and Mod.el II.

l

I

l:

1..

t:j-:i':.: .ì ;
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. The ca.ses chosen fon these figunes show the most significant

changes in ttre pressure distnibutions fon the two modefs to indicate:

bleed and base geometny wene observed,

- how assumptions regarding the behavioun of the
prlessure in the vicinity of the bleed slots
werle anrived at.

Figunes l-4a asd 15a show that pressune changes due to bleeci and base

geometry ane "rfelttt as fan upstream as 0.3tt on 1.7tt from the sepa::ation

points. 'More important is it to detenmine the effect of these changes
:

on the stnea¡u wise force acting on the body. Considen unit span of the

two dimensional- model-. The total stream-rn'ise force F, acting on the sec-

tion is due to the pnessune fonces D-- and the momentum addition M topn

the wake by ,tXre öIeed flow, on,

where:

F=rD -M.
P13

= fpay,

t¡r u¡r

(10)

(11)

(12)

D
Pu

u-
l-..-:"t. :
i

'.'. -,: .

', :. I

),,-,-:
t-

assuming UO, is in the X-direction and

p- = static pressure on the modef

ú- - =bIeed mass fl-ow nate
bl_

U¡t = bleed velocity at the rnodel tnailing edge.

Integnating the static pressure oven the forebody and the base of the body

and rendering the equations non-dimensional, thene ís obtained:
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f =d -õ (, h,)-(-max¡gz (rs

Pfonebody Pb""" t*"* wsl- u

whe:ne: õ- = -n"oage pnessure
P

Læ-u3t*"*

_2r_

= f = C, - C oF¡clm

t = model- maximum thickness
max

p- = fluid density, assuming gbl_=p-

u,.lÍ
. c = ==bi' 

s 
= Non. dim. bleedffow r-ateuut' ,;,-. . @ max

with : I'l-, = tota.l- height of open pant of the base
S1

(rga )

(14)

(16 )

'' I i:.:l

:'.:. :.

h = base.height
h

C, = C- - C- (+) = d::ag coefficient (15)
o D_ Ð- t'forebody 'Þase max

.2t
ñ : max n2-cu = fr-l- cr' = to*"ntum coefficient

S1

The behavioun of C, can be computed a.pniorí from equatíon (16) and

fon the diffenent confr.gurations tested. It is seen that C* becomes

mor?e sr-gnr-rfcant for sma.ller bl-eed slots

fJ-ow chanacten only affects the avel?age fonebody pnessure by slightly less

than the equivalent of lrnm. of ethanol- which is neglígible compared. to the

inaccuracy. The same Ís found for. Model II, Fig. tSb if the pnessu:re changes

over,the chanphened tnailing edges ane excluded. Therefore the avenage

fonebody pressure was assumed consta4t and the vaniations of the pressulle

over the champhen wene incJ.ud.ed in the avenage base pnessure considering

the-base height to be equal to the maximum model- thickness a*"*. Due to
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possible blockage of the bl-eed slots by connecting tubes no pressure

taps could be instatled in the negion fnom 141' upstream of the tnaíling

edge, r,ound the t:rail-ing edges, up to the cnest of the base cylindens.

Thenefore assumptíons had to be made negarding the pnessune behaviour

in that region. It was assumed that for all the configunations tested,

the p::essure over the stepheight - sl-ot width pJ-us tnailing edge thick-

rress - was uniform and equal to the pnessune at the cnest of the cylin-

den. The pnessu::e distnibution oven the 1¿rr utr'stream of the tnailing

edge is not signíficant fon Model I (no boat-tail angle), but has a sig-

nificant contnibution tc the drag for Modet fI.

The ave::age pressure on the chanrpher was found to be appnoxÍmately

i actuafequal to the average base pnessur?e. Thus it was found that the

ehange in the drag of the models was adeouatel-y nepnesented by the change

in the avenage base pressure only

The,above assur'¡ptions simplÍfied the pnessune integrations to a

gneat extent since changes due to bleedrate and bl-eed gecmetny coul-d be

accounted,fonl by integnations over'the rean of the mod.els only. 'fnte-

grations wene perfonmed graphically with the aid of a planimeter.

- The ovenall dr:ag behavíoun with bl-eed fon the configurations with

the blunt trailing edges (no boat-taiJ- angle) i.s pnesented in Fig. 16 and

the results for configu::ations r^¡ith the champhened tnailing edges in Fig.

L?. Ther results for the cases, with the spine attached to the þ¿ss cylin-

d.ers ane shown in Figunes 18 and 19, fon the bLunt and champhered trail-

ing edges nespectively. The maximum contnibution of C, to f(streamwise

fonce) is found to be C,
_--, =0.04 (Ob=.550rr,max.Cu) which being neJ-atively
max

r:i:

t.':'

small is not taken into account.
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. For the cases without the spine the r"esu.Lts ane best summariz-

ed by sepatlately considening the effects of geometry on the drag coeffí-

cient at zero bl-eed. C- shown in Fig. 20 and ttre effects of bl-eed- clc =e
(Figures 2I,22) in the a$pno*imately linean pontion of the Cd.Cu curves.

This l-inear pant was chosen such that the dnag coeffÍcient decr eased

monotonely oven the langest possible nange of the bleed l?ate as exhibited

by a cunve unden consideration. Thus was obtained the dr:ag change

AC, , the ne.l,ated bleed nate change AC-. and the dnag gain,c.. u1r-n

-l^c¿ltu =l4lrin '

It can be seen (fig. 20) that fon the cases with the bl-unt

tnailing edge a sha::p dnag neduction at ze:ro bleed is obtained fo:: cylin-

dens biggen than 0.500tr. Al-so a small- incnease in the dnag gain,is ob-

tained in that region (fig. 2I). For the champhened configunations

vrithout the spine (fig. 20) an undulating behavioun was found fo:: the

dnag at zero bl-eed in the negion f::om .460rr until .520rt. This was f,o.l-l-ow-

ed by a shanp reductíon fon base cylinden diamete::s biggen.than :520''

In the l-atte:: negion (.520" and up) ttre dnag gain (Fig.22) showed a

shanp increase fi:om G, - 5.6 at .530r' to G. = 74.2 at .550'r. ThiSd. d.

íncnease in gain is essentially d¡e to the extremely low bfeednate re-

quíned (Cu= 0.002),(See Tig. 22) for a neduction in dnag coefficient of

ì 0.156 (30eo of the drag at zer:o b1eed. )

The nesults fon the configurations including the spine ane not

as easily sumnanized due to the lack of adequately wiCe linear ranges of

the dnag behavioun with bleed. In general, the dnag at zero bleed is.:
gneatly neduced by intnoducing the spine. The dnag gain, howeve::, is

.l .:

.;...:.::
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eithen considenably lowen than the configunations without the spine,

on va::ies so widely over the bl-eed range obtained that an extnemely

limited linean nange resufts. The lowest dnag coefficient of all the

geometnies tested is obtained using the spíne in conjunction with the

champhened trailing edgerbase cylinden diameten of .520rt and C = 0.036
u

(rig. ls).

A more detail-ed analysis of the

late:r along with the wake ffow pattenns

2.7 The Flow Visualization

dr:ag behaviour is pnesented

fon the diffenent corrfigunations.

In previous chapters it has been discussed that the sepanated

flow oven the two-dimensional bl-unt based models at high Reynolds

number as used ín the pnesent study, is chanacterized by a viofently

fluctuating nean wake region, possibly followed'by a peniodic vcntex

str.eet on a tu:rbulent wake. AJ-so, because of the high Reynolds numbe:r

the boundany layens at the sepanation pcints would be tunbulent' ne-

sulting in turbul-ent free shean J-ayens. The wake interfenènce *åthod"

employed wene aimed at changing the flow mechanisms in the nean wake to

bring about considenable changes in the base dnag and therefone al-so in

the base pressune. Fl-ow visua.l-ization should thenefone give insight into

the changes in the flow mechanisms due to vanying the base geometry and

bleed rate.

It is clean that the most impontant requirement of fl-ow investi-

s should be the ability to exhibit the main features of

the near wake flow. The ability of a'visualization method to show flow
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phenomena in the fan, wake might be an important nequinement since the

amount of instability on the periodicity of the near wake fl-ow shoul-d be

detectabl-e in the fan wake ffow. The useful-ness of existing methods of

fl-ow visual-ization r¿as considened to be questionabl-e fon the neasons

discussed bel-ow. Broadly speaking the existing methods can be divid-

ed into: tracens, like smoke; stneamens, usíng woo.l- on silk tufts;

optical methods, based on density vaniatíon l-ike the Schl-íel1en,

shad-pw gnaph on intenferometer.

The technique using smoke requí::es the intnoduction of the tracer

into the f.l-ow somewhene upstneam of the negion which one wants to inves-

tigate. A.l-though ex.tnemely useful- at low Reynolds numbens and low speeds,

the diffusive thi"ee-dimensional chanacten of the turbulent flow at high
:

Reynolds numbens and high speeds render s the smoke to scattened yielding.

pantly obscuned flow patterlns. The J.ange amounts of smoke need.ed to

make the smoke dense enough to see at high Reynoì-ds numbens makes the use

of it impnactical- because it becomes difficult to intnoduce . .

without pnoducing signifieant distunbanges. Al-so if, intnoduce-d into

the main str?eam upstneam of the sèpanatiorr'o"giot, not much detail of

the nean wake w_il-l- be exhibited and only pant of the far wake flow

field. This can be seen f::om the smoke pictures irt References 4 and l-3.

For the type,of configurations presently unden inves'tigation, some work

r mixing. large quantities of smoke wíth the bleed flow,has been done or

J

as reponted ín Reference 3. A vontex-stneet was cl-eanly discernible

at a certain bleedrate although photognaphy was impnactical due to the

labonatony rapidly filJ-ing up with smoke. It will be obvious howeven,
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that at zero bl-eednate no flow patterns can be observed at all.

The well known method of stneamers or wco.l tufts could poss-

ibly give some indication of r.elatively quiet regions with l-ow tunbu-

lence levels in the sepanated nean wake but the tufts woul-d not be

wel-l detectable in the regions of high tunbuLence levels because of thnee

dimensional effects. High quality photognaphy of the tufts would

thenefo::e not be simple to obtain due to the vague image of the tufts

'" 
1.highly fluctuating stream. The density sensitive optical methods

havè been used at Machnumbens gneaten than 0.4 (Ref. 2), and show some

featunes of the wake flow.; The useful-ness of these methods has not

yet been investigated, but it would be.diffieult to detect the minute

density changes in natunal low speed flows and íniection of, diffe:rent

density fl-uíd míght be necessany.

in ain at high Reynolds numbe::s usíng existing methods is almost impos-

sibl-e. Due to the strong need fon such a method as emphasized by the
.'-.

above díscussion, an impr:oved technique was sought.

2.7.L An Impnoved Stneamer Metho{

Fnom an analysis of the existing visualization techniques and

the way flow pictunes are intenpreted, it became apParent that it is

necessary and sufficient to determine a two-dimensiona.l- instantaneous

and time averaged pictune of the fl-owidi::ections at an adequate numben

of points in the flow field to obtain accurate flow patterns. Too great

a sensitivity of a visuafization technique to the instantaneous three-

dimensional components of velocity in tunbulent flows only leads to

l.: -i.:
i.r: r::
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partly obscuned pictures of the fl-ow patterns. These concl-usions

pointed at a method of cleanly dístinguishable accunate flow direc-

tion indicatons capable of showing only the two dimensional instan-

taneous dinections. Also thene indicatons should be senbitive to the

macroscal-e of the tunbulence because this will indícate the amount of

instability of the wake flow. Using the above consíd.enations it was

thought that smafl and light, but nelatÍvel-y stiff stnips of al-uminum

foil, suspended in the ain stneam by a thin wire such that friction with

the"wine and inentia of the stnips woufd be negligible and such that

they cou.l-d spin and fluctuate in the plane of the main stneam on1y, woul-d

satisfy most of the nequir.ernents fon studying the two-dimensíonal- separated

wakefl-ow.
l

Aften attempting a numbe:: of diffenent techniques for making the

stnips and testing thein behaviour. on a 2t! x 2!4" wake:.nake attached to a

O.sOOtr base c¡rJ-inden as shown in Fig. 23, the results pnesented ín

Figunes 24a and 24b r¡ere obtaíned at a f¡ee st::eam velocity of 100 ft./sec.

and a shutten speed of t/l-25 sec. The stnips wene made by. folding a

rectangulan piece (.oniginali.y 2t' x f", becoming 2" by %t') of aluminum foil-

(o;oolil thick):on a ::ound piano wire of 0.020rr in diameten which was cov-

ened with a ne.l-easing agent. Aften the cement had set the afuminum stnip

riras removed fi:om the piano wine and cut into appnoximately O.020rr v¡ide

and 0.070rrIong, strips each containing the 0.020rt eye left by the piano

wir.e. The stnips t¡ere then thneaded:onto 0.003rt round píano wires which

wene attaqhed to the wake nake. Onfy those strips were ::etained which

were extremely flat, contained only a thin layen of epoxy cement and which

(

l.+,.,..'
fli-i:r.i

iìrìr,ì:;
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wene spinning freely. 0n1y a l-imited numben of useful stnips remained.

The wines vrelre mounted at diffenent angles with nespect to the nake,

to yield as much information as possible wíth the least numben of stnips

and wines. The nake itsel-f was intentionally wanped around an axis

nonmal to the base cylinden fon the same reason.

Having assumed the stnips to exhibited negligible inentía and

fniction with the wines, they will show the actual instantaneous direc-

tion of the ffow. Thenefone it can be ínfenned, that stnips in a flow

which peníodically rever.ses íts dinection wi1l, if photognaphed, appeal?

) ir theto be eithe:r "spinnÍng" (tunn 3600) on flip-flopping (tunn -l-80o

exPosure time is long compar-'ed to the' cyreling time of the oscillating

fluÍd motion, examples of which may be seen in Fígures 24aand 24b.

Dinect obsenvations,of the flíp-flopping shoris that at a given ínstant

the stnips may p,oint upstneam: fluctuati4g violently, then suddenly ne-

vense di::ection and point downstneam. Thig type of nevensal occurs at

a nelatively low fnequency and afso appar:entì-y takes place at the boun-

dany of negions whene strips ane spinning.

The pictunes shown in Figures 244, wene taken with the wake rake

at diffe::ent angles with nespect to'the free stneam, and with zeno bleed

nate. The fnee stneam directíon is indicated by the stnips attached to

the second wire in the top-left pictune. Pant of the model and the base

cylinden are seen Ín the bottom left cornen. The set of strips closest

to the body clearly shows the highly turbul-ent chanacter in the nean wake,

away fnom the sJrmmetry axis and a nelatively quiet back,flow negion (bot-

tom right pictune) on the sSrmmetry axis terrninated by the spinning stnips.

lri
i.,r,

i :-'.:..
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The turbulent movement is extremely exaggerated because the supponting piano

wire becamè slack and could not be tightened due to kinds in the wire. It

I "an 
afso be seen from the series of pictunes that when the rake is rotated

towands the axis, the stníps on the second wíne gnadually stant fluctuating

indicating they ane entering the tunbul-ent wake.

h
, Figure 24- shows pictunes with the vrake nake c.Iose to the
')', 

"5rmmetny 
axis at the same conditions as in Fig. 244 but at the maximum

mpanison of the t bl-eed and, possible bl-eednate. Companison of the pictunes without bl-eed and

with maxímum bl-eed shows the shift in the highly turbul-ent zone at the

ìSJ¡mmetnyaxisawayf::omthebodyduetobaseb]-eed
The photognaphs discussed above showed the need fon a method

of keeping the stnips appnoximatel-y equally spaced for the well tight-

ened wínes to avoid vibnations of the wine itself. All- the pictures
;

shown in Fig. 244 are for one (zero) bleednate only and cleanly illustrate

the numben of pictunes of a simple nake need.ed to obtain quantitative

measures of the complete nean wake flow pattenn. Therefore, a frame

containing a gnid of stnips as shown in Figune 25 was made. The tàchni-

que of making the stnips was simil-ar to the eanlier wake-nake but the

piano wires wene nepJ-aced by 0.009tt nylon monofil-aments because the

piano wire kinked -easil¡r making it ralmost impossible to apply a- high

tension. The stnips exhibited mone friction on the thicker nylon supponts.

Ìfidening the eyes of the stnips gave limited ímpnovement, some stnips would

spin fi:ee1y, some not. Because the nean wake was considered to be mone

Ímportant fon the analysis of the v¡ake flow changes, extna attention

;1r.:. ir':;:
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þ¡as given to the first 3rr of the frame (closest to the mode.l-). In

the pnocess of impnoving this fnont part, a betten method fon making

the stníps vras found. A "doubfe sided tapert (plastic tape with glue

on both sides) was used instead of the epoxy cement. I,IeIl- perfonming

stnips wene obtained and used in most of the fi:ont pant of the wake

fname. Figune 264 shows the wake fname placed in the tunne.l- behind

the rnodel and held in posítion by nyJ-on wines.

2.7.2 The Photognaphy

The shape of the gnid, as seen in Fig. 25, was chos.en for

maximum ínformation v¡íth the l-east possible numben of wínes and strips.

At the same time, however, sufficíent light neflection fnom the stnips,

as seen fnom the bleed intake sight (fig. 26) was obtained using one

1ightSouncepointedtotheopensideofthegr:id'fonphotogr:aphicpun_

PoSeS 'l

With the prototype wake nake discussed ean.l-ier it was noticed that

the quality of pictunes was very sensitive to smalf ch"rrg"" in angle bet-

ween the light sounce and the camera. Because of the necessity of hav-

ing the light source and camer:a on the same side of the window care had

to be taken to avoid extneme refl-ections in the windoll pane. The anl?ange-

mentofcamera,gnidandtightSounceas:shovminFigunes26a,26bwas

found to yield satisfactony pictures a.l-though minon reflections were stil-l

present

The pictures Þ¡ere taken with a'35 mm. camera using a f/2.8 macro-

photognaphy1ens,a11owingc1ose-upswíthoutdistortionasc1oseaS2tl.

-li:-:r'..
'.::: r '_
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Except fon the light source the noom was darkened so that the only

light entening the camena üras that reflected from the stnips. The

light soul?ces used were respectiveJ-y a 500 watts flood light and a

flashlight equipped wíth a J-ight quantity measu:ring devíce which ne-

gulated the fl-ash dunation f:rom l/l-000 sec. fon distant objects down to

1/5OrO00 sec. fon objects cl-osen than l6rt. The flashlight was used fon

, instantaneous pictunes of the rapidly fluctuating stnips, the flood
::

I fight gave. a nepllesentation of the rnagnitude of the fl-uctuations in the

flow by using long exposune times compared to the cycling tÍme of pheno,-

mena in the wake

To avoid extneme enlargements of the pictunes, the camera was set

up at Brrfnom the centrêl-ine of the tunnel.Sufficient depth of field fon

i the 2r' deep gnid requingd a small- apentune which necessitated a high
I

I speed film (t,oOO A.S.A; ) fon the avaifable lighto subsequently high
:

I contnact photognaphic papen was used fon al-l- the pninting.

2.8 A Fl-ow Mod.el- for Separated Baqe f]ows with Fixed Sepanation Points

Since the fl-ow pictures obtained with the visual-ization method

descríbed in seetion 2.7 wil-l- yield ffow directions at only a limited

numben of points, it is thought betten to suggest genenal fl-ow-models

I and to seek confirmation in the pictures. The flow-models ane annived 1,..',.,,,,; i,.,,.'.t''

at partly thnough pneviàus (Ref. l-l-,13) and. pantly fnom the present 
;

investigation.
I

Fon the ease of a fully open model base suggested flow pattenns

are pnesented in Fig. 27a'b"'d , llhen no bleed fluid is injected into
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the base anea (CU=O) the flow pictune (fig. 2Z^) i= assumed to be

sírnilan to those fon cincutrar cylinden as shown in Ref. 13. ft can be seen

that vortex A is just shed from the body and dnaws fluid across the wake

assisting the gnowth of vortex B. The latten, however, has grohrn so

big that sheanlayen II starts to entnain fl-uid fnom vontex B and also

begíns to::ol-l up into vontex C. Between the nol-l-ing up vortices and.

the nean of the model-, reverlse flow is seen to exíst. Appnoximate posi-

tions of the bound.aníes of the sheanlayens and. a.l-so the l-ines of flow
nevensal ane indicated, thus showing the extent of the viscous entrain-

ment (Shea::1ayer. boundanies a::e defined similanly to the outen edge

of boundany J-aye::s. ). Down,str:eam of ,the above desc:ribed near: wake region

vontex A is seen to become al-most detached fnom the forrning vontices B and

C and to enteï- the fully developed vontex street. Vontex B is then going

to be shed unden the action of the gnowing vontex C and the díninishíng

influence of vontex A. This pnocess repeats itsel-f in tíme r:esulting
.:in vontices being shed a1tennately from above and below the x-axis.

Fíg. 27b shows the effect of the injection of a smaf.l- amount of

bleed fluid.Contrary to the assumptions of Refs. 3,4,11 all this fluid

comes out in a two narrovüregions at the tnailing edges at a high velocity

nathen than as a unifonm stneam at the nelatively Iow average bfeed velo-

city (see Ref. 18). This effect is due to the high entrainment nate ín

the sheanlayens and the action of the nevensed. flow in the nean wake. As

al:ready obsenved by sevenal- othen investigators the bl-eed graduaJ-ly shífts

the vontex formation pnocess downstneam. Detailed information of the flow

ì.::-:l 1



The fl-ow pattenn depícted in Fig. 27b shows that between the re-

gion whene the vortices ar:e formed and the model base a negion of fain-

ly steady nevensed fl-ow exists. The strength of the vontices entening

the vontex street after" being formed at the downstream end of the ne-

vensed flow negion is neduced by bleed.

Fon a sufficiently high b-l-eed nate a flow pattenn as depicted

in Fig. 27c m,ay exist. An almost steady vontex pair is present fonming

a steady wake bubbl-e. This is fol-lowed by a turbul-ent wake extending

to infinity. The regular: vontex street has disappeaned. It must also

be noted that the total- mass of bleed fluid is stil-.1- negligible compar -

ed with the entrainment rate i.n the sheanlayens (Cu<<l. )

In companing Figun es 27a, 27b and Zlc it is seen that the dec::eas-

. ing vontex stnength with bl-eed nesul-ts in a gnadual neduction of the dis-

placement of the fnee stneam by the nean wake flow. This reduced displace-

ment effect woul-d nesult i.r:higt":: base; pllessulles and hence in J-owen dnag.

ff extneme amounts of bleed fluid ar-e injected the amount of bl-eed \

fluid becomes significant, and sepanates the fnee stneam fnorn a steady

vortex pain to form a pattenn as pnoposed in Ref. 4 and shown in Fig. 2:7ð.

This, however, is without confirmation by expenimental- obsenvations at high

Reynolds numbens (ne¡¿f05).,1 At f.ioty 1ow Reynolds numbens (Res250) it

is neponted (Ref.i-E) that such a flow pattenn coul-d be obse::ved fon a

haJ-f body (steady wake flor¡) fon bleed coefficients Cu.0.15. It is not ex-

pected that much incnease in base pressure wil-f take place in going fnom the

situation 27c to 27d because in both cases the dispì-acement effect on the maÍn-

str-eam will be appnoximately the same. Fo:: bl-eednates highen than CU^:O.20
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processes in the nean wake, howeven, (especial-ly the neyensed ftow)

has not pneviously been obtained.

i.1 --,..1Ir':.;. :
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and high Relmolds numbers, Abramovich (Ref. 12) reponts that the steady

rsake bubbl-e is absent and that a f-l-ow pattern as shown in Fig . Z7ê ís

obsenved.

The genenal- f.Iow pattern fon cases where a base cylinden rs

introduced is given in Fig. 28. It is basicaÌJ-y the same as for the

frrl-Iy open base except for a negion cl-ose to the cylinder" and the fact

that the negion whene vontices are formed is shifted somewhat downstream

d.ue to the pnesence of the cylíndens. The effect of the base cyJ-inder.

on the dr.ag-and-bleed chanactenistics was discussed in sectíon 2.6. It

was found that the main effect of the base cyJ-inder is on the drag at

no.b-Jeed, the b1eed chanactenistics being ha:rdly affected except fon

cases of extnemely.large cylínders. Also the effect of the blunt trailing

edge companed to the shanp tnailing edge was found to be rather sígnifi-

eant. Evid.ence of the causes of these effects wil-l- be given in the detail--

ed discussion of the photographs in section 2.9

Up to now two length-scales of the nean wake region have been

used by othen autho::s, namely: the rvor:tex fonmationrt J-ength (References

3r4r10r11) and the rtentnainment't length (nef. 1l). Beeaese of a l-ack of

a4 adequate physical pictur:e of the formation pnocess, how;vetî, somewhat

diffenent definitions as to how to detenmine these length-scales have

been used: Also no nel-ation between the entnainment and formation-

J-ength could be given. It is thought that the visuafization method used

in the pnesent investigation yåelds unique definitions of both and also

how they ane nelated. The reason fon being abl-e to do this is that in

the negion whene nolJ-ing up and sheddíng takes place, complete periodic

revensal- of ffow dinection occur3s. The small suspended strips intnoduced

in this negion will appean to be rtspinning" on rrflip-flopping" as'may be

he1ean1yseenínFig.24".Thisnegionwi]-1beca11edthe|'spinningllon

i r:..:
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ttintenactiontt negion. To the l-eft of the trspinning negiontt (see Fig.

28) a nelatively quiet region is seen in which entnainment of the re-

vensed ffow into the sheanlayers takes place. This is the tlentrain-

ment negionrt. To the night of the |tspinning regiontt the vontices shed

in the near: wake enten the vontex street which, with the visualízation

method used, will only be visíble as a slightly fl-uctuating wavy flow

pattenn extending to ínfinity. The fo:rmation negion may now simply be

defined as the negion stretching fnom the body to the end of the rfspin-

ning negionrr. It is noted that each negion has two chanacteristic dimen-

sions, namely the lengths f.rrt", f"pi' utd ffoo*(See Fig. 28) and a

height distnibution in Y dinection which cannot easiJ-y be defined by

one síngle average valuè-. It ean be'seen that

1- -1 +l . ,r^\
f orm entn sPr-n t JU /

Since the |tspínning regionf! will- disappean when a steady wake bubble is

pnesent, it may be concluded that the size of the spinning region relates
l.'...:

of the vo::tex stneet. The amount of fluctuation of tfte i","'". ,'

entrainment negion is afso'nelated to the stnength Qf vontex st::eet.

The cases with the spine, the fJ--at. base and the hol.l-ow' base behave

quite simiJ-a::ly to the configurations of Fig. 27 and Fig. 28 except fon

some easiJ-y necognized additional pecularÍtíes due to changes_ in geometny. 
i-,,..:,,,, ;:..,
l"l-'
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2.9. Resul-ts from Photographic Obsenvations.

The main punpose of the ffow visualization is to provide in-

sight in the behavioun of the base -pnessure fon al-l- the configunations

tested. Hence photographs were taken of the fl-ow behaviour of confÍgu-

nations which extribited sufficientIy inte:resting detail in the base pnes-

sune behavioun. Because of the numbe:: of configunations tested it was

decíded to l-imit the numben of pictunes fon each configunatíon to thr"ee

over,!he ::ange of bfeednates. In some special cases foun pictunes wene

taken.

ft seemed sufficient to incfude the cases of wide open base

and those fon base cylinde::s with diameters of .460ttand-oven, and al-so

the configunations with the cl-osed-ftrat base and the cl-osed-hol-l-ow. base.

The pictunes for: the study of the,effect of bleed wene distnibu;

ted over the bleedrate nange such as to yield the maximum amount of infor-

'mation negandíngpeculianities in the' base-pressune behavioun. At each

bleedrate two pictunes wene täkerr. 'Orr. with a slow shutten speed Q/I25

sec. ) using a fLoodl-ight and one using the high speed (t7SOr000 sec. )

flash unít.

It was expected that in this way the time avenaged and the instan-

taneous behavior¡r. of the f.l-ow coufd be obse::ved. Also, fon the cases with
'

thec1osedbasetwopictunes'ones]-owandonehighspeed,weretaken.]
li-'

Theabovepnoced.rrreyieÌdedatotafof74pairsofphotog:'aphsof.asuffi-

cient quality to be useful fon the analysis of the vanious flow pattenns.

' Fon the confirmation of the flow patterns as suggested in section :

2.8, a repuesentative sel-ection gf photog:r'aphs has been made and is pnesented 
i.,-:,,:r,

in Figures 29,35. Reganding the photographs the following should be kept in ' 
':r':''

i.-.
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mind:

The stnips ane flow dir.ection indicatons and hence.U
are sensitive to (#).

x
Only the hal-f of the stnipgnid closest to the model

¡as been impnoved as much as possíbte.

Duning the pnocess of taking a ser:ies of photographs

of a configunation some stnips would become stuck on

the stnip spacens. This effect may be readily seen

by companing the sl-ow and the high speed pictu::es.

The quality of the pictlres is veny sensitive to the

angles between the came::a and the light units. Be-

cause of small changes in the apprropniate angfesr a

lack of refl-ected light may resul-t in l-ost detait

espeeially in the region closest to the body.

Due to the fact that only a l-írnited number of stnips

is pnesent no extr"eme detail- wil-l- be visibl-e in the

Itspinning regionrt and the possibly "existing vontex'

stneet.

In Figunes 29a'b" th. configuration with the completely open

base and. ehamphen-ed tnailing edges is ghown. The bfeedrate increases from

^^azerlo rn rr-g. zv'om¡ards as indicated. Lines of flow dinection neversal ,

the entnainment length and the boundaries of the spinning r"egion are indi-

cated. The l-ines of ffow neve::sal- ane found by joining the positions of

spi4níng stnips outside the 'rspinningrr region. The spínning of the strips
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a1ong this J-ine is caused by the fl-uctuation of the entnainment negion -

a sünip on the line of fl-ow reversal- wil-l alternatefy by pointíng up-

stream and downstneam appeaning to be spinning. fn the tlspinning ::egiontl

the stnips.are seen to be spinning or violently fluctuating.

Fon al-l bl-eednates the shape of the entnainment negion appears

to be approxi.mately tnapezoidal. The flow ín the entrainment negion is

relativel-y quietJ-y fl-uctuating with a direction opposite to that of the

main,fJow (nevensed fl-ow). Very cfose to the body, however, the stnips

are seen to be pointing upwands on downwar"ds indicating tnansvense fJ-ow

tor.r:ards the sepanation points (tnailing edges). Downstneam of the entnain-

ment negion, the appnoximately rectangulan spinníng negion is seen. In

the trfa.n wakerr the stnips fl-uctuate only slíghtj-y. As mentioned pne'

viousJ-¡r the stnips cannot show a vortex stneet due to the smal-l dinection

vari,ations ín the fully developed vortex stneet. This is símiIan to the

case of flow visualízation in waten tunnel-s using .tnacens whene the came::a

is stationany with nespect to the body.

The effect of bl-eed on the nean wake flow configunation is sêên :

to Þe twofold. Firstly, the entr:ainment length,incneases without'the fl-ow

pattern inside it being materially changed. Secondl-y, the spinning negion

is markedly neduced in size.

: The flow pictunes

f19w pattenns of Fig. 27a'b

region showg in Fig. 2'la'b.

shown in Fig. 29a b c confirm the suggested

except fo:: the detail inside the spinning

At the highest bleedrate (fig. 29 ) it can

i,.:i'

il.:;j
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be seen that a flow pattelrn appnoaching that of Fig. 27c ís obtained

although a manked unsteadiness is stÍl-l- present in Fig. 29 .

FJ-ow pattenns fon cases with blunt traíling edges and two

different base cyJ-inden diameters are shovm ín Figunes 30r31 whilst Fig.

32 shows flow patterns for: the configuration with champhened tnailing

edges and a lange base cyJ-inden. Apant from a negion close to the nean

of the models no significant change of basic flow pattenn (as compared

with the case of the open base) occuns for any geometry or: bl-eednate.

The effect of the base cylindens can only be expnessed in terms of the

nean wake chanacter:istics 1. and l=pi' as will be indicated ín the gnaphical-

presentation of those parametens. Compar.ison of the flow cfose to the near

of the models with the blunt and the champhored trai.l-íng edge (Figunes

31 and 32) reveafs a ma,rked effect. The ftoodlight pictunes show that

in the case of the bl-unt edge (Fig. 3f) nathen viol-ent fl-uctuations ane

presentc1osetothetraíJ-ingedges.TheseffuctuationSa]?enotpneSent

fon the champhened tnaíling edges as shown in Fig. 32. This edge effect

. 2.6) andnesults inchanges in the base pnessul?e as show'n befone (section

consequentty also in changes in the lengths 1" and l"pirr.

Flor.v pltferrn changes due to the addition of the spíne to the

base cylind.ens can be obsenved by companing the previously discussed pic-

tunes with Fig. 33 fon the blunt (ÔU=.460t') and Fig. 34 for the champhered

trailing edge (45=.500tr). Fon the blunt edge case the effect is mainly

to incnease the entnainment length and. to reduce the size of the spinning

reglon without changing the flow pattenn. A mone significant effect can

be seen in Fig. 34. At zeno bleedrate (fig. 34-) the fJ-ow pattenn is similan
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to the previously discussed configurations except that the ::evensed

flow is highJ-y distunbed. At the maxímum bleednate as shown in Fig.

34 , howeven, it can be seen that the stnips cfose to the tnailing edge

have become veny steady and point in the mainstneam dinection. The fl-ow

in the nean wake as a whole is mor e steady except fon a smal.l- spinning

negion. The effect of bleed appeans to steady the wake bubble consider-

ably.
',... To investigate the so called trcavity effecttt the closed fl-at

base and the hol-l-ow base were examined. The results of the visualíza-

tion ane shown in Fig. 35. The main difference due to the geometry

changes is that the hof.l-ow bases gíve a f,an shonter: ent::ainment J-ength

than the fl-at bases. Al-so the champhe:: (boat-taí1Íng,) appears to neduce

the fluctuations of the wake. The transverse flow as obsenved in the

case of a fuIIy open cavity (Fíg. 29) :cannot be seen thus indicat-

ing that the fl-at and hoIlow configurations behave quite differently fnom

the open base case
I

charactenistics the:length scafes 1^ and f-^r- wene measured fon aff thee sPln

summarizedphotognaphed eonfigunations. , The behaviour" of those lengths is

in Figures 36/a6 a::ranged such as to show the effects of geometny and

bleed.

The,effect of base cylinder changes on the entrainment length

and the spinning length is pnesented in Figunes 36 and 37. The J-ength-

scales ane nendened non-dimensional by the nespective base heights of the
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models used. The spacíng of the fnee shean layens at the sepanation

points is taken into account by doing so. As a basis of nefenence

the results fon.the hol.l-ow and the fl-at bases ane afso included. Strong

changes wíth base eylinden díameten occun fon cylinden diameters gneater

than 0.460'' fon both the entrainment and spinning lengths. The bl-unt and

champhened cases show a simíl-an variation with base cyIínder díameten.

No special connection between the resul-ts fon the fl-at and the hollow
.

bases.and those fon the variation with base cylinder diameter can be

noted. It may be obse::ved that genenally speaking the spinning ì-ength

decr:eases with incneasing ent::ainment Length. The addítion of the spine

basically afters the hehavioun as ma5r be seen by companing Figures 38 and

39 with Figunes 36 and 37. For the blunt edged cases the spine is seen

to delay napid'changes in the wake configuration up to a base cylinder

d.iameter of .520tt. Howeveu:,rninor changes ane found fon the champhered

casés for díameters greater than .460rf. ft must be noted that the dis-

tunbed nevensed fl-ow makes detenmination vel?lr dífficul-t. As befone, an

Íncneasein1coincidesr¿ithad.ecreasein1--.._sPl-ne

The'effect of bl-eed on the nean wake chanactenistics for the cases

grithout the spine is shown in Figunes 40/43. It is found (Fígunes 40,41)

that the entrainment length incneases wÍth b.l-eed at noughly a constant rate
'

which is independent of the base cylinden diameten and unaffected'by the

blunt edge effect. The spinning length (Figune s 42/43) genenally speaking

d.ecr.eases wÍth bl-eed. Fon the blunt edged cases an al-most constant rate of

i;i:"-.
i'::r.r -t:.:-

i j::ì:,.::.::,

t.. :
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dec::ease is found for^ al-l the base cylinden d.iametens. For the champhened

cases the spinning J-ength decneases mor?e napídly with incneasing base cy-

linden diameten. Al-so the nate of decnease seems to depend on the bl-eed

coefficient C .

Fon the cases with the spine the effect of bleed on f^ and 1-- -.-e spl_n

is shown in Fig, 44 , 45 and 46. For blunt edged cases the entrainment

length (fig. a4) is found to stay al-most constant thnoughout the bl-eed

range.. The behavioun of the entnainment length fon the champhered cases

(fig. 44) depends on the base cylinden d.iameter and the bl-eed coefficient

in a rathen complicated almost nandom way. The same can be said fon both

the bl-r.lnt edged and champher.ed cases fon the behaviour of the spinning ne-

gion as shown in Figunes 45 and 46. Howeven, the genênal trend that the

spinning length decneases with incneasing entnainment length, ís maintained

fon bases wíth spines.

The detailed anal-ysis of the causes for the behavioun of the ìength

scales I and I --.- is done in subsequent sections togethen with the detail-ede sPan

analysis of the pressure disfi:ibutions oven the nean of the models.

3.0. Conrelation and Discussion of Resul-ts fon the Pnessu::e Measunements

and Ffow Visualization.

3.1. Cor"nel-ation of Results .

I.r:.:

::.: I .t,

r:-1:l:

The pnesentation of the

and flow visualization done in the

nesul-ts of the pressure measurements

pnevious sections revealed marked effects
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of base geometry changes and bleed. A pnoper corr:elation between

photographic resul-ts and those fnom pnessune measurements should yield the

nequined insight into the behavioun of the base dnag. The conrelation

is tneated finst to elíminate the dependent vaniabl-es fnom the genenal

discussion so that a minimum numben of parametens has to be taken into
l

account

A fl-at based body wíth,a similan leading edge shape as the

present model- senies was investigated ín Ref. 4 wjth and without a splitten

plate and bleed. As mentioned in section 2.f , â linean varíation of the

avenage base pnessu::e wíth h/le (The invense of the non-dimensional entnain-

ment length) was found.. A sÍmilan nesul-t could al-so be deduced from the

'nesul-ts of Ref. 3 for a flat based geometny'. The above connefation has

been applíed to the nesul-ts of the present investigatígn with the modified
'

definitions of 1" and fspirr. Since fon each configunation onl5r thr:ee

points wene obtained for 1" and. lspin, no'conclusive evidence can be

given as to the linear ity of, cünves fon configurations comparabl-e to those
l' in Refenences 3 and 4. The conrelation is presented in Fig. +74. 0n1y

those cases which exhibíted an approximately l-inea:: behavíoun have been

included being the wide open base configunations. One has to keep in mind

' that the pnesent bodies have a highen thickness ratio than those of References

i. : :3 and 4. Othen base geometníes did not colJ-apse onto the same curve,and l,:iì.,:

also did not exhibit this l-inear nel-ationship; the co::nelation CO vs h/1"

apparently does not apply. Lange variations in behaviour exist as may be 
i

seen in Figunes r+7b and 47c whene is shor¿n base pnessure vs ,"/n
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The cause of this discnepancy must be sought in the mo:re:

complicated effects due to base geometry in the pnesent cases as companed

tc the simple base geometny used in Refenences 3 and 4. Bear:man (Ref. 4) ,,,.;;,,.:.,

found an almost uniform base pnessune distribution oven the model height.

Some of the pnesent mode.l-s exhibit extnemely Ia::ge vaniations in base pnes- '

sune while some do not, accounting for: a more complicated behaviour.

It ís thought that no unifor:mly valid cornelation between the

averag.e base pnes;sllre âDd the nean wake ffow cha:racteristics lern and

l--. -. -, can be found fon the geomeùries tested.. The main rleason fon notspr-n/h

being abJ-e to de this is that, as will be explained in mc::e detaiJ- laten,

some effects oceur for some base geometries but not for othens. Flow

conditions at op close to the separation points vany widely due to the geo-

metry changing the behaviour of the fnee sheanlayers, the last effect

was ¡rbsent in tire work of RefeÈences 3 and 4.

It is'an undenstandíng of the effects of base geomeb:y on the

, sheanlayen behavi-ou:r thât may bring about betten insight into the dnag
;

ì behaviou:r of blunt baséd bodies. A qualitative explanation wil-l- be pnesent-

: ed of the base pressurle nesults using the interpfay of a numben of simple

effects which are evicient fnom the detailed pressune distnibutions and

wake flow photographs.

In the fonegoing no mention is made of any conrefation combining

the spinning length, the entnainment length and the avenage base pressune.

The r:eason fon this is that within the accunacy of obtaining those lengths
'.

a uni.formly valid conrelation is found to exist between the spinning and

i:i.: ._.l. :;:r;.,'
i:.::.:.i:...::
l: :: :.
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the entnainment length. The conr^elation is shown ín Fig. 48. Data from

all the configurations and bl-eed nates used has been included. Lines

indicating the outen linits of the resul-ts without the spine have been

dnawn. It ís seen that some, but not al-l of the nesults from the spíne

geometries fal-l slightly below this 1ine. The mone confused wake flow

pattenn for the modeLs with spínes maôe the assessment of the spinning and

the entnainment length mo::e difficuÌt, r:esulting in a highen uncentainty

level-. Fnom the above it is concluded that the ovenalf behavioun of the

"h."oiuy.rs is appanentfy completeÌy determÍned by the ent::ainment -Iength

only. Howeve::, the avenage base pnessure was seen (Figures 47b, +7c) to

depend very stnongly on the base geometny and the entnainment length.

The::efone the detaíled ehanges ín the flow pattenn due to base geometny

vaniations should be taken into account in ttre analysis of the base Dnes-

sune and sheanlayen behaviour". ,l

ft should be noted that sínce the spinning negion ís thought

to be nelated to the stnength of the vortex str:eetr(see section 2.8) it

may due to the dependenc" of l=pirrri ot ,=/n'also be expected that the

stnength of the vortex stneet ís completely determined by the enhrainment

length. .

:3.2. The Effect of Base Geome on Base Pressune and the Entrainment

Length in the Absence of Base Bleed. ;

The average base pnessure (base dnag) and the entnainment

length have beèn seen to vany in a complieated mannen with changes in

the base geometny. The following is a qualitative discussion of the

:relations between base pnessure, the base d::ag and the entnainment length

Lr::
i:,-':.-:

ljrji'.::
f .,
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as influenced by the base geometry changes. Fon configurations with

base cylindens as used. in the present investigation the infl-uence is

due to foun main effects depending on the base configunation. They are

tneated in the subsequent sections.

3?2.I. The Effect € Champhe:r_(boat-tailing) as Companed to the Blunt

Tnaifing Edge.

The resul-t of shanpeníng the tnaíling edge is two fol-d. FirstJ-y,

the champhened edge due to the l-owen base height (smal-len displacement

effect ) has an inhenently highen base pressure (l-ower base dnag) than the

blunt-edged configurations. Secondly, the bl-unt edges show, as discussed.

in the section on flow visuaLization, a fan more vio.l-ently turbu.l-ent chara-

cten in the wake close to the trailing edge. It is thought that this

is mainly d.ue to the fact that the'.::eversed flow in the entnainment region

(see Fig. 49a, 49b) to be entnained Ínto the free shearlayens at the separation

points, meets the innen edge (adjacent to the bl-eed sl-ot) of the b_Ignt

' tnailing edge and is deflected due to local separation at this edge. This

separation effect corresponds to the observed. viol-ent fl-uctuations. lt is

anticipated that the effect of l-ocal sepanation wil-f generally speaking

delay the formation of the fr"ee shean.l-ayen nesulting in a gneaten enh:ain-

ment length lqrn. Since the bleed slot becomes veny small for the langen

base cylinder diameters, it is to be expected that the above effect may be

ned.uced or even disappean with incneasing d.iameter.

.:- 'i: -
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For the champhered edge cases smafl step heights -- dístance

beËween.tnaiting ed.ge outside and the crest of the cylinder -- nesult

] in very pronounced consequences, as wiJ-I be discussed. Thus, the effect

of the -traiJ-ing edges fon not too smal.l- a step height is that the champ-

hered edges give higher: base pressures than the blunt-edges. The Ìatten

have a greaten non-dimensional- entnainment l-ength.

3.2-2 The Sounee Effect

The fainly steady revensed flow pattenn present in the entnain-

ment region as discussed in thê section on fLow vísua.l-ization is not

significantly changed by int:roducing the base cyfinders. Howeven, manked

I ehanges in the base.pnessur.e and the entraínment length wene found. Fon

i mode:rate base cylinden diameters, the effect of the cylinders will be

otentíal source placed on the centneline at the base

radi.ating fl-uid against the neve::sed fl-ow. The effect is -
(1) to .l-owen the pressure over the main part of

' unaltered amount of ne.¿ensed fl-uid to be entr-a.in-

ed in the shearlayers, between the cylincien and

the sheanlayers, 
..

(2) to dispJ-ace the "spinning negiont' downstream due

to the cylinden surface at the centné line corning

close to the actuaì-ly forming vortices.

ill::illr:': ì
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The tfsqueezíng effectrr is associated with an accelenation of the nevense

flow and consequent 1ow pressure which tends to defl-ect the sheanlayens

towands the centneline and give fowen ,"r/n. The pnojection of the cylinden

into the entnainment negion has a tendency to incnease the entnainment

length which is thought to take place when the díameten is sufficientJ-y

lange to intenfene with the fonming vontices. The downstream displacement

of the fonmíng vontices in the spinning negion being a negion of minimum

pressure in the wake as was shown in Ref. 4rwiJ-J- tend to incnease the base

pnessure. Evidence of this will- be found in the pressune distnibutions

on the cylinden. Since two opposing tendencies are present due to the

cylindens, it may be anticipated that depending on the cylínden díameten

the effects may'eithen bafance on show a dominanee of one of the two

tendencies.

3.2.3. The Reattachment Effect,-
V[hen stepheights becomes veny'small, the sheanlayens may become

attached to the cyJ-inden. This effect is found to become'sigàificant for

the champhened edged case:s., Ïlhen th-e shea-lrlaye:: neattaches to the base cyÌin-

the trail-ing edge and theder a bubble is formed between the sheanJ-ayer,

cylinder. The veny low pressunes found in the bubble deflect the shear-

layer towands the body. The low pnessure bubble ís fol-lowed by a sharp

pressune nrse goi.ng f,unthen downstneam. The fl-ow nemains atteched to the

cyJ-inden fon only a short distance; aften which rle-separation occuns nesult-

large varia-ing.in a drop in pnessune. Together, these effects nesul-t in a

tion in base pnessune distribution ove:: the cylinden. The attechment of

the sheanlayen to the cylinder is also associated with shorter entrainment

l;i,i.:i
i':: ì:t
irr::ri:rl

I r:r,ir.

i.:
]:: : ::):,:'
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lengths.When neattachment takes place the boundany layen stants affecting

the pnessune distribution inside the bubbl-e with vaníations in the step-

height. This effect is mentioned in (Ref.l-7) whene is found that the

base pnessune fon a step is rel-ated to the stepheight s and the boundar"y

layer thickness ô as C- -*^- =-O.fg.C"ZO)L/a. As a finst appnoximationsp, step

foi: the present cases it may be assumed that the boundany layen thickness

appnoaching the step is hardly affected by geometry changes. Therefone

the bLse pnessurle increasès with the 1/3 poT^rer of the step height. This

incnease becomes impontant for smalJ- steps.

3.2.4 The Effect of the Spine Attached to Base Cyl-indens

One effect of the spine'is that in the case of sepanation

without focal neattachment, the spine wonks as a sp1Ítten pLate.

J. H: Genrand (Ref. 10) neponts that ttre c::oss ffow nesultíng in the

shedding of an eddy is l-ess easily set up is the pr:esence of a splitter.

plate attached to the rean of a cylinden. The splitten plate causes a

downstneam shift of the fonmation negion. It is a.Iso shown that fon the

ratio of the splitten pJ-ate length with nespect to the body height incneas-

ing towards unity, thene is a veny pï'onounced incnease in the vontex forma-

tion distance dhil-st fon ratios gneater than unity, the fonmatÍon distance

decreased again. The spines of the pnesent work are simíl-an to short splitten

plates

A second effeet of the spine is that the local neattachment effect

nqy.be consid.erabJ-y facilitated by the introduction of the spine. The

shape of the spine eases the steep pressure gnadient which would be present
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at the nean of the cylínden. Some evidence of this has aheady been

given in the discussion of the photographs.

3.2.5. Base Dnag, Base Pnessune Distnibution and the Entnainment Length

Fon ConfígunatÍons l,lithout the Spine.

Fon the configur.ations without the spine the connection between

base dnag (on avenage base pressune), the base pressure distnibution and

the entnainment length ís found by comparing the behavioun of those
i.

quantities as summanízed in Figunes 36, 50 t 52.In Fig. 50 the base dr"ag

coefficient as given befone has been :replotted to show the r"el-ation with

the stepheight because the main featunes of the dnag behavioun are domin-

ated by the effeets of the step height on the flow. The extent of the

trsqueezing effectrro the wake dispfacement and the reattachment effect ane

also indicated in Fig. 50. Detenminatíon of the l-imíts of occunance gf the-

effects will be :discussed. The entnainment length Fig. 36 has not been

:replotted vs. the stepheight'since the main effect is due to the displace-

ment effect by the cylinder on the fonnation pnocess. Pressúre distríbu-

tions for the blunt,and champhened tnailing'edge cases ane given in Figunes

5Ir52 respectively.

The ttedge effectfr discussion in section 3.2.1 causes the dnag

coefficient (see Fig. 50) for the champhered cases to be consistently

: than the btunt edged configunations. Itlower fon any cylinden diameter

ís also seen (Fig. 36) that due to this effect the entrainment l-ength J."

ís slightly gneater fon the blunt cases fon a ful1y open configuration
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beeorning egual to the 1.7¡ foo the champhered case at fO= .460rt.

The dnag behavíoun (fig. 50) is seen to be similan fon the

, models I and II up to 0b/_ã0.80 which is equivalent to Ôb=.500ttfon
n

the bl-unt and 0O = .460rr for the ehamphened tnaíIing edges. The pressune

distributions(Fig. 51r52) also show similan patterns in t.his nange exhibit-

ing gnadua]-Iy lower pressut?es (incneasing dragrFig. 50) with incneasing

diametens caused by the ttsqueezing effecttt Csection 3.2.2). Due to this

effect the entnainment length (fig. 36) is neduced fon cylindens gneaten
..

than .460rr up to .500tr.

The above decnease in the entrainment length is accompanied by

(See Figunes 51r52) a gnadual J-ower'i,ng of the prlessure on the base cylinden

going from the tnailing edge towands the centrel-ine (y=0) except for a smal-.]-

negion close to the tnailing edge fon .langen cylindens. The latten :region l

is thought to be due to smal-l changes in the position of the separation

points of the nevensed fl-ow on the base cylinders fon largen díameters. 
.

The neduced pl?essure towand.s the centneline is due to the cylinder

surface at the centneline gnadually coming closer to the spinning negion

(minimumpreSSu]1e:region)indicatingintenference.withtheformingvontíces

as discussed in section 3.2.2; the trwake displacenent effectrt, stants to take

place as indicated in Fig. 50. i

The wake displacement effect as was discussed pneviously (section

3.2.2) opposes the ttsqueezing effecttt and is seen to shar:ply increase

the entrainment length (fig. 36) fon the bl-unt tnailing edge cases and cylin-

den dÍameters gneaten than .500rt up, to- ,540rt together with a general in-

crease Ln pressune as can be seen in Fig.. 5t and a nelated reduction in the

d:rag coefficient (fig. 50).
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The configuration with 0O= .550'r and the bl-unt edge shows a

slight drop in the entnainment length (rig. 36)' The pnessune distnibu-

tion fon this c¿tse (fig. 5l-) shows that a slight dnop in pressure occuns at

the tnaíl-ing edge as companed to the .540rr case. Howeve:r, the step

height fon the 0O = .550" is equal to that for 0O=.50Otr and the champhen

fon which as is índicated ín Fig. 50 reattachment ís obsenved. The blunt

edge case of .550rt may therefone be on the ve?ge of reattaching deflecting

the shea:rlayen somewhat resulting in a sho:rter entrainment length as obsen-

ved.

Champhening the ürail-ing edge influences the dnag fon base cylin-

der diametens gneaten than .460if unden the:influence of two effects as noted

above. This may be confirmed by examining on Fig. 52 the pnessure distnibu-

tíon of a base cylinder diameten of, .460tr and oven; For the case of .460t1

the low pnessune at the centnel-ine indicates the beginning intenfenence

with the spinning negion. too *O = .500ft a significantly lowe:: pressure

than fon the snallen diameten is found at the trailing edge sepana-tion

points. Going towards the centnelir.re, a rel-ativeJ-y shanp rise in pnessulle,

indicating neattachment as díscussed in sectíon 3.2.3, is seen uP to

appnoximately 40o on the cyJ-inden measuned fnon the separatíon points. The

reattachment will el-iminate the nsqueezing effectil the l-imit being indica-

ted in Fig. 50.

' Separation occuns at about 40o resul-ting in a ne.lativeJ-y shanp

ptlessure d.ecrease towards the centreline. The entnainment length tends to

be lowened by the neattachment and incneased by the wake dísplacement effect.

The result is that only a .slight decnease in the lentnainment length is

:._ :: . i:.i _

L::: ,:,
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obsenved as companed to a base cylinden diameter of .460rr.

The reattachment effect becomes most pnonounced fon a base

cylinden diamete:: of .520r'. Extnemely low pressunes (fig. 52) occur at

the separation point fofl-owed by a veny shanp pnessure :rise up to 55o mea-

sured fnom the separation points. This is follor^red by sepanation nesulting

in,reduction in pnessur?e going towands the centreline due to the pnoximity

of the spinning negion. The extnemely low pressure at sepanation followed

by the. high pnessurres aften reattachment ::esult in a slight increase in
.l

dnag (l-ower- avenage base pressure) for this case as shown in Fig. 50. The

wake displacement effect and the neattachment effect oppose each other in

the effect on the entnainment length balancing from 0O = .500rtup to QO = .Ur9"

as shown in Fig.36. For incneasing base cylínden diametens the champhered

configurations become als,o infl-uenCed by the effect of the boundary layer" on
l

the bubbl-e pl?essurae as discussed in section 3.2.3. The pressure at the trai1-

ing edge can be seen to increase (Fig. 52) due to this for ôO=.520rr and al-so

a less sha:rp pr?essure nise occurs while the sepanation points move somewhat

closen to the trailing edges ( e= 4oo for SO; .550tt). The dnag coefficient

(fig. 50) is shanply neduced due to the increased bubble pnessune.; The shift

of the sepanation points towands the trailing edges assísts the tendency

of the wake displacement effect to incnease the entrainment length nesulting

in the latter to íncnease (Fig, 36),up ao öl = .540't. However, it r¡as found

that in this case the pnessure on the cylinder genenallSr showed langer time

wise fluctuations than usual; srld.den I'jumpsf' coinciding with a hígh frequency

whistling sound wene observed intermittently.Especially certain orientations

ofthestaticPreSSureho1eseemedtotniggentheinstabi1ity.Itis.'

l','
1,.i,,
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thought that the instabil-ity is caused. by a possible nesonance in the

veny thín trailíng edges occunning at propeÌr cond.itions.

Stable nesults wene obtained for afl- othen base cylinder diame-

ten in the absence of bl-eed. The peak in the entnainment length as shown

hin Fig. 36- is the nesult of the instability as is the rathen undulating

behavioun of the pressune distribution (Fig. 52) for this case.

fn the discussion of the flow pattern of the fl-at, hollow and fu1ly

open hase (section 2.9) it was noted that a very different behavioun was

found especially with negards to the conditions at the tnailing edges. Due

to the fonm of the visualization grid used, no detaíl is visibl-e on the

centnèlíne at the tnailing edge position. The l-atter infonmation wou.l-d re-

veal the complete fJ.ow patte:rn from whích better insight Ín the exact be-

haviour would be obtained. Fon the flat, open and hol-fow base shapes it is

thought that panticularly the angle between the main stream at sepanation

and the nevensed fl-ow towands the separatÍon points determines the develop-

ment of the fnee sheanlayens downstream (the. nate of spnead). Also the

amount to which the nevensed flow in the entrainment negion extends into the

intenion of the body (cavity êffect) is thought to detenmine the incl-ination

of the shearlaye:r- with nespect to the main stream. The above conditions will

determine the entrainment length'and the spnead of the sheanlayers into the

undisturbed st::eam thus detenmining the base pressune. Thene ane, howeven,

two opposing tnends present. Generally, when the spinning negion comes

hort entrain-cl-osen to the body lowen pressunes nesult. Howeven, for very s,

ment lengths the sheanlayerls ane deflected towards the centreline which tends

to incnease the base pressune due to a :smaller displacement effect on the

¡':l ) .
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mainstreaïa. The above may be used to explain the above configunations.

In Fig. 36 the entrainment length for the sol-id flat base viith the b1unt

edge is seen to be gneater than all the othen configunatlons excluding the'

vaníation with base cylínden diameten. ïn this case the mainsbream and

nevensed fJ.ow meet each other at right angies. The sma.l-l boat tail angle

is seen to neduce the entnainment J-ength. Presumably this is due to the

inclination of the shearÌayen towands the axis by the champher. The fulJ-y

open base has been discussed in section 2.9. Tnansvense flow towands the

edges was f,ound to be al-most penpendicul-an to the mainstneam. Of course,

fon this case, the tnansvel?se flow is not limíted in its dinection by the

presence of a solid plate allowíng a mone unnestnicted movement of the

sheanlayer. This results in a neduced le,, . Due to the distunbing effect,/h

of the bfur{ ,edge (qee section 3.2.I) a longen ent::ainment length is

found tha¡l for the,champhened case as discussed befor:e. ln case of the

fully open base the nevensed fl-ow handÌy seems to extend into the cavity.

t, Fon the hoJ-Iow :ases it is thought that ,at the centr.atol neven-

' sed flow occuns fnom the hol-l-ow base surface to the spinning negion as

h
shown in Figu:res 53o and 53", whil-e away fnom the centnel-ine the flow is

in the direction of the mainstneam. Due to this, the angle between the

ftow in tbe interio:: of the entnainment ::egion and the mainstr.eam at the

separation points is quite significantly reduced giving an incnease in

velocity ratio r and hence a reduced. rate of spnead of the sheanlayers

(appendix B)¡ Also the holl-ov¡ may be r:eganded as a ftnegative base cylindenrt

6endíng to dnal¡ in the spinning region, instead of displacing it downstneam

deflecting the sheanlayers towands the centneline yielding shorten l.q/f, ."
1.,.:--. :i
,: r: .;:
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shovrn ín Fig. 36. Howeven, the hollow shape instal-Ied was about 0.010''

thick at the tnailing edge resuJ-ting in a bl-unt edge even fon the champher-

ì ed case. It ís thought that the effect of the blunt edge will be to have

local low pnessure regions at the sepanation points which deflect the

sheanlayers towards the centnel-ine to give the shorter entnainment lengths

fon the thicken tnaiJ-ing edge as shown in Fíg. 36. ft shoufd be noted that

the edge effect in the above case is diffenent fnom the one discussed be-

fone in connection with the base cylindens. In the hollor^r case the outen

and innen fl-ows appnoaching a tnaíling edge are pnesumably in the same

dinection (fig.53) whilerfon the case with base cylinders (fig. 49) the

flows ane a.Imost at night angJ-es with each othen. Fnom Fig. 20 it is seen

that the base dnag fon the sol-id fl-at base and the open base geometries ane

fain1yc1oSe(dragçatze]?obasecy1inderdiameten.aretakentobeequa1to

those fon 0.125"). A veny significant dnag reduction is obtained for- the

holJ-ow cases. It is thought that the dispJ-acement effect of the mainstneam

becomes signíficantty less fon the hol-low based cases as comqared to the

othe:: two discussed above, due to the reduction in shean.layer spread and

the deflection.towards the axÍs yielding highen pressunes (l-owen drags) .

fon the hollow geometnies.

3.2.6 The Effect of thç_ Spine o¡ Base Pressure anjlthe Entrainment Length . 
: i.¿¡i

The results of the drag and the entnainment length behaviour fob

spine geometníes presented pneviously showed very díssimilan tnends for"

the blunt-and champhened edge cases. The eensitivity of the nean wake ' 
'.

flow to the length of the spine with nespect to the entnainment Ie¡gth was 
, ,i¡¡,,i;i''''''
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pointed out ín section 3.2.4. The vastly diffenent behavioun fon the

cases mentioned above are entínely due to this sensitivity. For the

bl-unt edged cases with the spine the natio of stream wise dístance fnom

eylinden centne to the end of the spine and the base height vanied between

0.75 and .82 whil-e fon the champhered cases the nange was 0.86 to 0.93.

The cases without the spine as discussed in section 3.2.5 genenally showed

a shorten entnainment length fon the champhened trail-ing edge cases, there-

fone ::.el-atively speaking, the sÞine length for the l-atter configurations

is fan gneaten than those fon the bl-unt edged geometnies. The resul-t of

thís was discussed in the section on the flow visual-izatíon; the nean wake

for the champhened model-s hardJ-y shows an¡¡ easily recognízed revensed fl-ow

negion, while a very steady nean wake was found for the bl-unt edged config-

unations

The effect of the spine may therefor"e be summal?ized as foflows.

I{hen the d.ownstneam tip of the spine is nel-ative-l-y fan from the spinníng

negion its function wilJ- be to dampen small tnansvense fluctuations. This

wi1]havetheeffectofincneasingthebaseÞnessureandtheneforel'for'ce'l

the spinning region to form funthen dgvmstream. Since the spinning negion

is not close to the body an afmost unífo::m base pnessure nesults as was

observed fon al-l the blunt edged. models wíth spine. fùith the downstneam

tipofthespineappnoachingthe'spinningregionasisthecaseforthe

chanphered edge configunations the spine interferes dinectly with the fonma-

tion of vontices, breaking up the forming vortices into a rathen confused

highl-y turbul-ent nean wake. Because of this mone confused pattenn fan

less negular, and in the average much smal-ler fluctuations of the sheanJ-ayers
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will occun whích yielding a smallen displacement effect of the main-

stream will resu.lt in highen base pressunes than in the case of mone

:regulan fluctuations.

In Fig. 54 the dnag coeffícient fon spine geometnies at zeno

bl-eed is shown. The champhened iaseq ane seen to have considenably

lower dnag coeffícients than the blunt'edged configunations. This is

caused by the inhenently fowen dnag for the champhened cases as discus-

sed iri section 3.2.I and also by the far less negulan fluctuations in

the wake as discussed above. The pressure distribution ove:: the base

fo:: the bl-unt edged cases is not given sínce the pnessure is found to be

almost uniform oven the bese fon all cylinden díametens the dr:ag coeffi-
''

cient behaviour given in Fig. 54 heing repnesentative.. The dnag coeffi-

cíent is seen to be red.uced f::om Q,= .250tt onwa::ds due to the damping'b

effect of the spine discussed above.

Rathen sha::p changes occut? in the dnag coefficient (fig. S+)

and also the entnainment length (fig. 38) fon the blunt cases fon-largen

cylinder diameter.s. It Ís thought that this is,caused Partly by the

Itsqueezing effectfr which tends to lower the entr.ainment length and incnease

the dnag (see section g.2.2) an¿ partly by the splÍtten plate action of
.l

the spine which tends to counteract any neduction in the entnainment length.

The'intenpJ-ay of the above effects yields the behaviour shown fnom which

it may be concluded that fon the largest cylindens (0* = .55Otr) and.D

spine cornbinations the spine action is dominant yielding the very long

t: i
i :i':

l-i.;'

r::)l
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entrainment length (fig. 38) and the low dnag coefficient (fig. 54).

The champhened cases exhibit an al-most uniform pressure up to ôb=.500,t

as is shown in Fig. 55. Fon langen cylinders a gnadually more wefl es-

tablished reattachment occurs as may be judged from the shanp pressutîe

nise (fig. 55) stanting cl-ose to the tnailing edges on at the tnaíling

edge itsel-f. Aften the flow sepanates fnom the cyÌinden the pressure

is seen to be uniform due to the inregular confused nean wake fl-ow dís-

cussed. above. The dnag v-ehaviour fon small-en diameter.s (Fig. 54) up

to .460tt is símil-ar to that for blunt edge cases dÍscussed befor-e. Fon

langen diametens the mone confused wake makes that any íncrease ín'diameten

has almost no effect on the entnainment length as can be seen in Fig.

38.. Thenefone the dnag coefficient behavioun is dominated hy the neattach-

ment effec! mentioned and is seen (fig. 54) finst to reduce the dr:ag,when

reattachment stants2showing an almost constant dnag coefficient when the

low pnessune peak in the neattachment bubbl-e becomes mone significant.

i't t' t 
'' 3.3 Bl-eed, Bgsg Pnessure and the Enlnainment length ,

i., ..r... ,:, -,,Pneviousl-y published wonk on base bleed considered fl-uid injec- i',,'i'-'i"',.

tion from a centnal bleed slot. In al-l cases a d.ownstream shift of the

formation of'a fully developed wake was found. In the authors opinion no

satisfactony explanation of this displacement has been given. Wood (Ref. 1l-) i',, ,,
., . ::..: ..1.

conclud,es in the case of unsteady base flow that frthe incneased length of

the base fJ-ow negion with bleed and the assocíated incnease in tength of the

sheanrlayens is necessany in onder to entnain the additional b1eed f1uid.

Simílan]y Leal and Acnivos (Ref. l-B) in the casè of steady base ffows con- ,. ::,,
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clude: t'if the bl-eed coefficient C., is smalI, the amount of fluid beingu'
supplied into the nean wake is not suffícient to satisfy the entrainment

needs of the shearlayens hence a closed vor:tex negion should fonm down-

stream.tt An explanation of the rtstnetchingtt of the near wake region

was not given.

Both statements have in common that no account is taken of the

possibility that the bleed might ::educe the I'entnainmentil need. The trneedrl

:nürainment in case of b.l-eed is not adequately linked to thefon additional t

ftstretchingtr of the shearlayens. A mone satisfactony explanation of base

bleed induced vortex formation, displacement can be given by taking the de-

tailed sheanlayer behavíoun into account. It was found (appendix B) that

the rate of spnead decneases afmost lineanly with increasing velocity natio

o = lÐ to nê20.35 aften which it was vintually constant for-normaIly
-sep

found windtunnel fnee stneam tunbulence f.evels. The neduction in the nate

of spnead f,rom n=0 to n=0.35 amounts to approximately 50%. The neduction

in spnead with incneasing velocity natio is thought to account fon the

increasing entrainment length wíth b1eed. In Fig. 56 simplifíed flow

patterns are given. ,It the case of a centnal bfeed slot occuPying the

complete base height the flow pattenn at zeno bleed nate is shown in Fig.

56d. .i

The shearlayens spread fainly rapídly and a shont entrainment length t:,:
. j:

' i:i

results due to the velocity natio at sepanation being zero' t{hen bleed '

ìr
fluid is injected (fig. 56") the opposing nevensed flow deflects the bl-eed

flow in the dinection of the sepanation points so that in fact two narnow l

bleed jets are forned adjacent to the mainstneam. Since the velocity ratio
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at separ?ation is incneased by the bleed fl-ow Cbeing close to næ- -$r-:--*¡u sJ_ornelgnt

a neduced spread of the sheanlayers from the separation points onwands ne-

I sults as shown (fig. 5eb) foo some distance. This is the dístance oven which

the bl-eed fluid is entnained by the main stneam. Going funthen downstneam

theshea:r1ayensa1sostarttoentr^ainf]-uidfi:omthereversedf1ownegion.

ft is expected that the nate of spr.qad in this region is dorninated by the [r,¡,,i,.i
i .'r :¡;-,'

5- 
:i ':velocity natío between the r-evensed ffow and the mainstneam and will there j

l:: .:t. : I
fore b.e the same as that fon n=0.0.(see appendix B for n<0.0). The descnibed iit,;..,,,t

shean"l-ayel development nesults in a longen entnainment length than in the
l

case of zero bl-eed. Since thís means that the spinning negion is fonmed 
i.i

funthen downstream, a higher base pnessune nesu1ts due to the expectedly 
1:i

small-en influence at the body of the formi-ng vortices in the spínníng ne-

gr_on. 
:

l{hen a cylinden is p::esent at the base a simil-an situation results
i

At zero bleed the flow pattenn (fig. 5Ot) ís defonmed by the cylinden as in- ,

dicated. The spnead. of the sheanlayer is vintualJ-y thð same as fon the
;:.,..,: a'

wide open base. Whun bleed fluid is allowed to enten the wake, again two fi'.1.i'r
i, -. :,.,..1

narr?olr jets ane formed d.ue to the deflection by the nevelrsed flow (Fig. 56d) ,:'f,,,.,¡,

A1so, the sheanlayen spnead is reduced oven a considerable distance down-

stneamfoI1owedbyamonenapidspreadwhenreverSedf]-owsta::tstobeen1

tnained. As before a longer entnainment length than ?,rithout bl-eed is obtain- ]t,.r¡i'f
¡:.,,:,,:;.,1

ed and hence highen base pressures

It can be seen that the downstneam, displacement of the spinning

region is mainly due to the r"educed spnead and therefore depends on the velo-

city natio at separation and afso on the width of the bleed jet. To a first
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approximation the above depend.ence is pnoportional to the amount of fl-uid

ínjected (U¡r, x sl-ot height) ¿iviae¿ by mainstneam velocity Usep.

Although the mainstneam velocity depends on the pressune at sepanation accond-

ing to

the above displacement may be taken to be propontionaf to I.:r.,

l.::
'.: : '.:

U.- I¡I -.bI x sJ

-

u- x model- thickness r iti''!':t'';. ll:-:::la:.:,

In the case of significant base pnessure changes, variations of the above

appnoximate pnopontionality to C, ane to be anticipated fon geometnies

as shown in Fíg. 56., AÌso, when the bl-eed sl-ot becomes very srnall- the

bleed vel-ocities become large (onder of U^^^) and incneased. base pressuressep'
ane found togethen with longen displacements.

r-
u

Fon the cases with the spíne the above result is not expected

to holdrdue to the genenal.J-y mone confused flow pattelln. A1so, fon cases

whe:r,e neattachment takes ptaqe the above does not appfy. In the case

of ::eattachment the bl-eed intenfenes with the nelatively smal-l- cl-osed bubble

at the tnaíling edges. Similan to the bl-eed effect on the r.evensed flow

in the wake, Fig. 56trl56b, the b.l-eed will neduce entnainment in the bubble

gnadually stnetchíng the bubble stream wise. The neduced entrainment wil-l

result in a highe:r bubbl-e pnessune. Since the bubbl-e is small, very

littJ-e bleed fJ-uid will be.needed to cause the changes.
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3.3.I Bleed Eff ect on Geometries !{ithout the 'Spine

It was pnevíously found that genenaÌly speaking the entnainment

length incneased approximately linearly with bleed coefficient at a rate

which is vintually independent of cylinden diameten. As was noted ín

section 3.3, the veÌocity ratio and thenefore the base pressune and the

slot height at the separ"atíon points will- have some effect on the l-inear-

ity. Howevenr no major effects are anticipated as long as no reattachment

occuns. on the spine is'not intnoduced. The behavioun of the p::essure

disfi:ibutions in the absence of neattachment can be easily summanized by

neferning to Figur:es 5l- and 52. No neattachment takes place at zero bleed

fon all the bl-unt edged cases and the champhened configurations up to 0.t}60tt.

Fon those modefs the pressune is seen to be not too .far fnom uniform. The

smal.l- vaniatíons being due to the effects d.uscuqsed in section 3.2.5. tlhen

bl-eed is incr.eased it is found that the distni.butions become graduaÌly mor"e

'.
unifonm except fon a smalf effect due to the bleed jet staying attached up

agú2Oþ9c]osetotheseparationpoints'aneXamp1eofwhichisgivenin

Fig. 57.

The average pressu?e behavioun and thenefore the dnag behavioun

fon those configqnations is nepnesentative of the influence of bleed. The

- Âc;drag gain defined as ff was found to stay noughJ-y the same fon the con-
svl

u
figunations under considenation except fon langer diameters, as t{as shown

in Fig. 24 and 25; The constant drag gain may be explained as fol-l-ows.

The bleed nate change AC-. is found to be propontional- to Â1q,- (see section._____o_ __u - ./n

3.3):,Thedownstneapshiftofthespinning4egiono'.yn(1owpr"esSurere-

tion) will also to a finst approximation, nesuft ín a propontional incnease
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point on the cylinder moves back towands the bubble causing as can be

seen from Fig. aJ- the entnainment length to increase so that the
. :frçÌ,.

spinning negion moves rapídly away fnom the þody.

Thenesu]-tisthatthewho]epneSSune.]-eve1incneasesshanp1y

r"esulting in a napíd dnag neduction fon veny small amounts of bl-eed. This 
,

tnend continues untíl- the amount of bl-eed fl-uid injected completely eJ-imín- i

ates the bubbl. {CU=.0059). Reattachment does not take place; the bl-eed

fluid sepanates fi:om the c5rlinden almost dinectly at the bleed slot as

may be judged from the constant pressul:e oven 20o from the sepa:ratíon

poi'nts in the caae of CU=.0059 shown in FiS, 58.The case of CU=.002 coincides

with the d::ag minimum as shown in Fig. 20. An increase in bfeed ::ate

causes the flow which is at the point of reattaching at C.=.0059
u

(expecting1ycunvÍngtowandsthebody)tobecomemorefuffySeparatedby

displacíng the mainstneam outwards,¡J-owening the pnessune. The incnease in

d.nag as shown,in Fig. 20 results up ao u point'whene, ""'*"" be cal-culated

from C- and the slot width, the velocity natÍo at sepaï'ation comes cl-ose to
u

::=1 .' The increase in drag stants to l-evel- off and reaches a .l-ocal maximum.:

Bl-eed nates beyond the valuerat this maximum begin to show signs,of neatüach-

ment as a walJ--jet as can be seen in Fig. 58. From the tr:ail-ing edge onwands

at C..=0.014 (n þ1) a sJ-ight increase in pnessure Ís seen up to 30o. At
u

hiþhen bleed nates the bleed forms a well defined wa11-jet with the hleed 
f,,.i,:,
':,'' ':'l

. Êijj:i!,iìj

fluid at highen velocity than mainstream. The wall-jet accefer"ates f-l-uid :' :'

fnom the mainstream by entnainment so that a pressure dnop occurs over a

distance f::om the tnailing edge <Ìown stneam ending at l-0o from the edge

(Pig. 58). Judging fnom the prlessure distnibution at the'highest bleed 
:

l

nates, the jet appears to stay attaehed up to =30o, folfowed by separation. i:':"';

i.,r,,,.

,.,,:i,

i :.: :,
l':i i ì
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thi= ¿.luy of eeparation causes an íncnease in pnessuue (decnease ín

dnag) as is shown in Fig. 20 for bl-eed nates in excess of .Cu=O.014.

The above mechanisms connected with reattachment a.lso occul3

fon smal-len base díamete::s than the one discussed but not in the same

distinct fashion. This is exhibited by the dnag behavioun with bleed

(fig. 20) of configunations with diameters decreasing from 0b=.550tt

to .500tt but to an incneasingly smal-len degnee. Finally a behavioun

as diSpussed pnion to the neattachment effect is pnesent at O.=.460tt

for sma]len diametens.

3.3.2 The Effect of Bleed on Spíne Geometnies

At zero bleed nate it was found that the spine intenfened with

therevensed.f1ow.Fo.nthesma1].enratioofspineand.basecy1indento

body height the spinning negion was displaced down stneam, fon the langen

ratios howeven, the nevensed fl-ow pattenn was almost bnoken up into lange. ,

scale tunbulence. It may be concluded that the nean wake flow pattenn and

- especially the position of the spinning region is not solely determined.

by the sheanlayers as is the case when the spine is not pnesent. Hence,

'intenfering with the sheanlayens by bleed will- not show as manked an effect

on the fl-ow pattenn as when the spine is absent as is indicated be.l-ow.

When the bl-eed rate is incneased we ,may expect as fon the cases without

the spine that the rneeting point of the sheanlayel?s on the centreline shifts

d.ownstream tending to displaðe the spinning negion. This displ-acement of the

negíòn where the vortices are being formed, tends to reduce sharply the effect

of the sp5.ne on the vortex fonmation pr:ocess due to the sensítívity, mention- 

',-tijl

.:::. r:.
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ed before. These two opposing tendencies account for the neduced ovenall-

effectiveness of bleed as was shown in Fig. 2l and Fig. 22. The mone con-

fused nesults shown in Fig. 22 beíng due to the highly tunbulent chanacten

of the never"sed fl-ow and the reattachment and wal-l-jet effects discussed

before. ït can be obsenved (fig. 22) that the langen cylinders tend to

show an íncneased dnag neduction with bl-eed at highen bl-eed rates. In those

cases the bl-eed velocity is close to the fnee stneam vel-ocity at sepa::ation.

The wall-jet effect discussed befor"e tunns out to be present as may be de-

duced fnom Fig. 59.

The neattachment ês obsenved fon the champhered cases without

the spine fon d.iametens gneater than þ.= .500tt is not pnesent until- ô,=.540tr'Þ ----- fb

when the spine is ínt::oduced. Again, ttre neattachment ís destr"oyed by very

snal-l- amounts of bl-eed and the inversion in the dnag (see Fig. 22) fol-l-owed

by the wall jet effect. is found as may be seen in Fig. 59. For this spine':
geometry the jet stays,attached. until 50o fi:om the separation points at the

highest bl-eed r"ate. The nate of neduction in dnag wíth bleed r,rhen the wall

jet appea:ns ís almost equal to the one obsenved fon cases r^rithout the spine

(Fig, 20). Similar effects occunifon the langest base cylinder- diamete:r

(Ô*=.550t') but the wall jet is fonmed immediately aften the reattachment'D J -- ---

is destr"oyed. Howeven, the jet stays attached up to appnoximately 25o fon.

the lowest bleed nate at which it can be .detected moving to appnoximately

4Oo for'the hÍghest bl-eed rate used.. It is thought that even higher bleed

rates may nesuJ-t in significantly longen attachment distances fon the wall

jetr.than those obsenved at the veny smaII bl-eed nates
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3.4. ConcLuding Summary of Factons Affecting the Near Wake Structune

and its Rel-ation to the Base Pressure.

Fon a body geometny such that flow sepanation occuns at fixed

slrmtetr"ical points the shape of the body inside the negion of sepanation

p::ocudes veny distinct changes in the flow pattern. The effects of the

base geometny ai:e to change the conditions at the separ.atíon pointsralong

the shearlayens- spninging f::om the sepanation points and. al-so to inter-

fere v¡ith the vortex fonmation pl?ocess ín the spinning negion. The nesult-

ing changes of the chanactenistic J-engths in the nean wake and the base

Pr'esSuredistributionscanbequa1itatíveJ-yre]-ated

Base bleed I¡Ias gene?ally found to de-lay the meeting of the shean-

laye::s spninging from the sepanation points by neducing the r.ate of spread

of these layens- The effect on the entnainment J-ength was found to be

approximately J-inean in the bleed coeffrcient CU and al-so to be somewhat

affected by the pnessure at separation and the size of the bleed sfot.

Reattachment was found to take place fon some of the champhered

models tested ¡'¡hen a sufficiently small slot síze was used aqd no on small-

bleed was pnesent. Injection of veny small amounts of bl-eed fluid upset

this neattachment resul-ting in veny napid changes ín dnag. When fon the

above mod.el-s the vel-ocity of the 'bleed j et appnoached. that of the ¡nain

stream a wal-l jet was forrned which stayed attached for: up to 50o measuned

fi:q¡ the sepanation points along the base cylinders used..

It is appar:ent that the structur.e of the sheanlayers befone they

meet was considenably altened by applying all the different conditions out-

lined above and also that the distance-'t9 the meeting points changed widely;

:.r:.:...

:,Ì:iÌ:.:i:.¡
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It was found that, within the limited accunacy of the measurements and

índependently of changes in the sheanlayen deveJ-opment, the length of

i the non-dimensional spinning negion fspin/. was sol-ely dependent on'the

non-dimensional entnainment J-ength ,=/nt the formen decneasíng when the

'latter incneases. It is thought that the spinning length is dineetly

, 
.onnected with the stnength of vo::tices in a :regular vontex street,

the strength being neduced with decneasing spinníng length and being

dependent on the entnainment length on1y.

4. General- Conc.l-usions and Recommendatíons

The vaniations of drag with bl-eed I ¡C,/¡C. I found fon the model-s

tested by Beanman and lloods (Ref. 4 and 3) had val-ues of appnoximately :

3.0 which was conside::ed to be too .l-ow to be pnactical fo:: use in the wind

tunnel speed contnol system. Therefo::e the present investigation was aimed

at seeking mor?e effieient bleed modes by changing the base and bleed slot

geometry. For. a model with panal-lel thíck tnailing edges (bl-unt edged

models) used in the pnesent investigations the dnag gain GU, was found

to increase when a cinculan cylinder? was placed in the base cavity at the

tnailing edge. A! a cylinden diamten of L/8n (0.194 of base height) the

saiâ was G.=3.0 while a maximum value of G.=6.5 was found fon a diameten ofdd

.5501t (O.eS+ of base height). This nepnesents an impnovement of L2O% 
;

ove:: the nesu.l-t found in Refenences 3 and 4

After the tnail-ing edges of the above modeL ürere champhened a

similar result was obtained up to a cylinder diameten of $*=.530tt (0.934'Þ
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ofbaseheíght}.For-largen.diametensthedraggainwasfoundtorise

very shanply reaching a va.Iue of GU=7+ for 0O=.550rt (O.gOg of base height).

Although for tLre applicatÍon to the speed stabil-ization system the very

high dnag gain l-ooks attractive at finst glance, it may turn out to resul-t

in a nathe:: sensitive on even unstable contnol system. ft is thought,

howeven, that the pnesent investigation.yields adequate insight to anrive

at a configunatíon with some intenmediate d.nag gain such as to match the

nesponse nequirements of the final cont:rof system.

The genenal inf,orrnation on blunt body fl.ows gather.ed in the pre-

sent wonk ís not ón1y usefui fon appJ-ication to f.l-uidic contr-ol- systems,

the resul-ts can be dínectJ.y apptied to the reduction of dnag of bl-unt

based airfoils i.n connection with the nenewed inter"est in bl-unt based

bodies fon tnarrsonic and-supensoníc speeds. fn that nespect the geometries

investigated look mone pnonising than the:ones used in Refenences 3 and 4.

For ¡:elatively smaff bleed rates (C,,î-O.04) significantJ-y lowen.u
dnags ane obta,íned than thought possible with the use of high bJ-eed. rates

(C.æ0.J-5) and/on spJ-itten plates as used. by Bearman and. Woods. This is
u

found to be due to the effects of attached wall jets when a lange enough

a base cylinder is instalted at the nea:r of the models and a spine is used.

The configunations with the base cylinden only, and also the ones with the

spÍne attached to the eylindens are thought to be veny easily adaptable to

create tift by means of bl-owing unequal amounts of f-l-uid from the two bl-eed

slots.
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Of direct practicaÌ use ane configunations fon which the base

is made concave instead of being a so.l-id frat p1ate. such a base, using

a semi-circl-e with nadius noughly equal to half the base height was found

to give a 2o9o neduction in dnag as companed with a solid fl-at base.

Due to geometny changes and the use of bleed, a wide vaníation

in the d.rag coefficient was found.; the maximum was CU = .640 the lowest

C, = .270. Al-1 the dnag changes could be nelated to changes in the flowd

patter"hs in the nea:: wake negion thnough the use of a newly developed

stneamer- method. This visualization method r"eveal-ed that the s5rmmetnical

nean wake flow patterns gener:ally showed an isol-ated, violently fJ-uctuat-

the spinning region which

was sePanated fnom the body by a nelativeÌy quietly fluctuating nevensed

flow negion -,the entnainment region, The- boundanies of this entnainment

::egion were a-l-most stnaight l-ines connecting the separ.ation points with

the fonwand. ?tconnersrr of the nectangular spinning negion. Downstneam of
,l:the spinning negion a nel-ativeÌy quietly fl-uctuating wake extended far

downstream.
:

A unifonmly valid connelation between the length of the spinning

negion (the spinning ]-ength) and the length of the entrainment negion (ttre

entrainment length) was found. The entnaínment length gan be used. as a

measure for the rneeting point and the length of the shearlayens. The spin-

ning negion length is thought to be a measune of the stnength of discnete

vontices which, aften being formed due to the shearlayer ínstability, enten

a regulan vontex stneet.

tl-;

'.- 1:
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Drag changes wene usually associated with detectable changes

in the entraínment length but no unifonmly valid connelatíon coul-d be

forind. The nelation between base dnag and the entraínment length de-

pended nather stnongJ-y on the shape of the base confígunation. Although

moSt1y qualitatively, the nesu.l-ting tnends coul-d be nel-ated to the effects

of the phenomena occunning

The most significant dnag changes due to bleed and/or geometry

were found to obtaín when the intenfenence wíth the nean wake fl-ow was

almost exclusively with the sheanlayens and / on the forming vontices in

the spÍnning negign. Changes in geornetrôy genenaÌJ-y change the inclination

of the shearÌayen with feslect to the axis without signifieantly changing

the nate of,spread on affecting the spinning :region dísptacement. Bl-eed

1 of the sheanJ-aye:rs oven

a considenab.l-e length delaying the meeting point and thus the stant of

instabil-ity downstneam.

Reattachment was found to occur: for. sma-l.l slot heights and a

shanpened tnailing edge. rn those caFes Ìa::ge pressur:e changes and thus

dnag changes could be obtained wíth veny small- bl-eed nates. This neattach-

ment v¡as destroyed by the injection of langenlamôunts of bleed fluíd which

then gnadually resu.l-ted in a wal-l-jet effect whích became mone sígnificant

as the bleed rates steadiJ-y incneased within the injection l-imits investi-

gated

The above shows that the geometnies investigated'may be used

a vehicl-e to penfonm mone extensive neseanch into the fundamental aspects

flow mechanisms connected with: turbul-ent free sheanlayens, reattachments,

AS

of
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turbulent wall-jets in advense pressule gradients, separation and the

fonmatíon of vontex stneets at high Reynolds numbers. It ís thought that

the application of all these phenomena wil-l- become incneasingly important

if thein behavioun can be betten pnedicted. In panticular, it is the

authorfs opinion that "contnol-led sepanatíontr is not sufficiently used in

connection with airfoil design and. internal f-l-ows as in: ain conditioníng,

ain bneathing engines and heat exchangers. Application of fluidic tech-'

niques to those fields ane lhought to have been much too conservative.

l.i:
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APPENDIX A 41.

A Fluidic Windtunnel- Speed Stabil-ization System

' The accunacy of model measunements in cl-osed cincuit subsonic. vI l¡¡vqç¿ ltrçqèut.Ell¡ç¡¡ Lù tI¡ UJUÞçlt

wind tunnels is di::ectly affected by the time wise dnift of the nomina.l-

ain speed in the test section. This is caused by the propontionality

. of fcinces and pnessunes to the squane of the airspeed and also by the

extreme sensitivity of the behaviour'' of centain phenomena at cnitical

'i conditions to sma-l-l- speed var-iations.

Excluding the effects of high fnequency variations due to

the itunbulence leveI, the causes of l-où fnequency speed variations aue:

- unsteady dnive unit

speed drift due to heating of the air
and/or" the dnive unit

- changed loading on the tunnel due to;

The speed contnol around any set point is usuall-y manual; the air

speed is monitoned andrconrected by manually changing the setting.on the

' dnive unit. Because of the lange inentias of the notatíng parts and the

girculating ai:: such a contnol- modg necessanily r:esults in a relatively,

slow nesponse. A1so, skill- is nequined to maintain a constant speed withín

nanrow limits.

Automatic control is possible by means of e.l-ectno-mechanical,

f1uídic-mechanica1onpureJ-yf1uidicsystems.,Af]uidicsystemwou.].d'

use ain to intenfere with the tunnel speed and. therefone eliminate the lange
'l

inentías of the dnive unit and othen mechanical components. Such a system

would be attnactive because of possible shont rlesponse times and the depend-

.::-1:.: ?1 . . 
-. :
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ability due to the absence of movíng pants. Fon these neasons a fl-uidic

system is being investigated.

The causes of the tunnel- speed dnif,t may be considered to be a

disturbance nesistance supenímposed upon a basic tunnel nesistance. The

function of a fluidic contnol system would be to sense the speed and

cgunteract vaníations fnom the nominal- setting by means of a vaniabl-e

contnof neÈistance;in the tunnel cincuit thus keeping the tunnel- speed

constant. Such a system has been pnoposed by Dn. J. Tinkl-en of. the

mechanical engíneer.ing depar-tment and is depicted in,¡ig. A1 .

The operatíon would be as fol-lor¿s. A f1uidic speed sensor ptaced

at a convenient .l-ocation in ttre tunne.l- is connected to a fluídíc comparaton'

which detects any change with nespect to a set speed and gives a pressune

output âs ,ê funetion of, the speed eruor. The output causes a pr.'opontional

vaniation of the control- nesistance such as to maintain a constant tunnel-

speed. However, the flow nate output of the comparator is sma.l-l- so that

a fluidic power-amp.l-ifien is needed to pnoduce nelatívely J-arge f.l-ow input '.'
to the vaniable nesistance. :..;

ponatíng the companaton was investigated in Ref. l-. Its princíple of opena-

tion is that of a fl-uidic beam amplifier and is based on--the fluidic

anemometerdeve1opedinRef.f9.Twotota1headtubesatsomedistance

appanta]]eSJrmmetnica11yp1acedinthefu11ydeve1opedpartofahighve]o-

city jet issuing f:rom a suppJ-y nozzJ-.e. I'lhen the aruangement is placed perl-

pendiculan to a low velocity cross f,.1-ow the jet is deflected in the down-
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stneam dinection. The total- head tubes - one placed downstneam of the

othen - expenience diffenent stagnation pressures due to the defl-ection

of the jet, the díffelrence beíng a measune fon the cross flow ve.l-ocity.

The pnessune diffenence has good J-ineanity fon velocities up to l0ft/sec.

and a high. pnessune gain lApressune/ AveJ-oeityl. The linear range can

be moved to a highen velocity (up to 4Oft/sec. ) by tilting the supply

nozzJ.e axis against the cross flow keeping the total- head tubes fixed.

The Íncl-ination of the suppJ-y nozz1e can be set such as to fínd a zero

stagnation pnessul3e differ^ence at any crâoss f.l-ow velocÍty up to 4Oft/sec.

This capability senves as the companator function needed fon the cont::ol-

system. Due to the vel-ocity.:range a convenient locatíon fon the speed

sensorl would be in the tunnel settÍng chamben. The airspeed in'the

test section is directly pnoportiqnal to the settling chambe:: ain speed.

l 
The high pressurle gain at zeno fl-ow thnough the total head tubes

(neceiver nozzles) is anticipated to <inop when the speed senson is connect-

ed to the amplífier" so that ain flows f:rom the sensor into the ampl-_ifier.

Sevena.l- stages of amplification may thenefone be used such that finst

the small pressure dÍffenenee occunning in the speed sensor is sufficiently

amplified to be able to cont::òl the ffow amplifien needed to drive the vari-

able neÉistances. Both the pnessure and the f.l-ow anplifien ane under inves-.

tigation. A hígh pressure source is to be used fon the speed sensor and the

pressune amplifien. In orden not to change the ain mass circulating in the

tunnel, the supply for the flow amplifien is to be taken fnom the setting

chamber. Howeven, this coupling makes it necessary to maintain a constant

flow nate in the flow amplifier to avoid undesi:rable feed-back effects.

i.i. . l

i:.:.j
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To be able to vany the contnol nesistances with this constant mass

flow, two separate devices ane to be used, one which íncneases its

, Fesistance to the tunnel with flow nate thnough it and the othen

I lower:ing its nesisûance wíth fl-ow r"ate. By dividing the total- avai]-

abl-e ffow rate thnough the amplifíen between these two nesistances as

function of the input from the comparator, the nesulting change in

The proposed vaniable nesistanc. r.rlbe achieved by means of:

(1) vaniation of the dnag of bl-unt based
' bodies by means of base bleed,

(2) control of the efficiency of the diffusen
' section in the:tunnel- cincuit'by induced

locaf separation thnough blowing.

Genenal charactenistics of base bl-eed investigated in the present thesis

shows that the dnag decneases with bl-eed l:ate. It is anticipated that the

resistance to flow of the diffusen section of the wind. tunnel wil-l- incnease

with increasing amount of blowing. Togethen these yield the desired addítive

effect. Convenient locations fon the two contnol- nesistances are indicated
,.'' in Fig. 41. They ere so far fnom the test section that local high tunbulence

level-s as rnight be caused. by the contnol resistances will- be sufficientÌy

be affected : '

The fluidic system wil-l show the feasibility of such a system fon

tabil-izing J-ow fnequency vaniations in the tunnel speed. Mone genenally,

holirever, it will show if the pnesent tnend. to miniatunization of fluidic

systems is the only road to a molle competitive posÍtion of fluidic systems
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APPENDIX B 81.

Tunbulent Free Shearlayens

Considen the two-dimensional incompr:essibl_e mixing of two

plane paral-Iel stneam at the same tempenatune but at diffenent vel-o-

cities Ua and Ur. Mixing stants at a point (x=0ry=0) as depicted

in Fig. 81. The mixing negion sp::ead.s goíng downstneam and a veloeity

profile as .indicated is found.

As for walJ- boundany J-ayens it may be assumed that the pres-
'L

sune accross the laye:: is unifonm. Also, for the case of pana]-lel

mixing between two semi-infinite velocíty fields the pnessune may be

assumed to be independent of x and. the usual bounda::y layen appnoxima-

rl-iedtions nay be app

Laminarr free shea:rLayers'are found to be unstable and bneak

up into turbul-ent Ìayens even fon very smalI distunbances. Therefo:re,

the only pr:aetical case to consid.er is the tunbul-ent fnee shearlayen.

Fon all theonetical wonk on tunbulent boundal:Jr,l-ayers assump-

tions have to be made nega::ding the effective viscosity (eddy viscosÍty)

to neplace the viscosity as applicabl-e to l-aminan flow appea::ing in the

Navien-Stokes equation. Fon fnee tunbul-ent flow Prandtlts eddy viscosity

hypothesis is used which states:

e = Xb(Ur-Ur) (81)

vrhene:

Ê = eddy-on effective tunbulent viscosity

X = expenimental- constant

b = width of the mixing zone

I .,.:. 'lri': i': . '
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UIIU2 = vefocities at the boundary of the shear.J-ayer".

The boundanies ane defined similar to the usual boundany Ìayen

thickness definition. Due to the vel-ocities outside the layens to be

constant it is easy to show (See Ref. 6112120) that the vel-ocíty pr"ofiJ-es

at diffenent x positions in the sheanlayer shoul-d be simiÌan and that the

rate at which the mixing:region gnowth dowristneam is constant or

db
= = constant.
clx

The simil-aníty var"iable ís

¡.1 = yr/x (83)

and the veJ-ocity u in the layen is constant along nays thnough (x=0, '

y=O). The tnansvense pertunbation vel-ocity v can be found to be

db.v=uË. (B4)

llith the a.bove assumptions and using the eddy viscosity the equation of

motion govenning the flow in the mixing region is (Ref. 6,L2r2O)

"*+v*='*' '(ss). dx dy dy-

Srhstitutionfon.e,yieÌds..'..

(ur-ur)# . (86)t,$+".!-=ycxax ôy " - r 2'òy'

whene: b=cx : (87)

Because of the similanity the non-dimensiona.l- velocíty in the sheanlayen

is of the for"m

(82 )

i:: ..il , :.
;.::rli:.'-::
r::.::.

(88)
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Since

The boundany conditions on equation (96) ane:

U=U.êt4=1ø
l_

U=U^atn=-æ
z

and a.l so due to von Kånmån, that the net transvense

layen 
. 

shoul-d be ze::o on

U,v,+U^v^=9.1l 22

(Bs )

(snc )

The equation (s6) sqbject to the boundany condition (Bl-l"'b'c) may

now be solved in eithen of the following r^rays. Assume a cl-osed. fo::m

behavioun of f(n) which satisfies (Bl-lanb'c) and fits the velocity pnofile

as is done by Abramovich (Ref. t2) on sofve fon f (n) numenically as is

demonstnated in Ref. 2l-.

Close appnoximation of expenímental data is found by Ref. 12 ,

'

using the simple r:el-ation , '

(810)

(srra)

(Bt-tD)

force on. the shear-

(812 )
U- -u| =f(n)=(1-nut-uz

which is shown in Fig. 81.

The rate of spnead

for each veloeity natio
U.n=-2
u-'

L

3tt 2)2

detenmined fnom experiment.sc$|l i,.= to be

(813)
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An approximate relation between the rate of spnead at a given vel-ocity

ratio (nlO) to that at (n=0) is given by Ref. 12 and shown in Fig. B2 whene

is plotted

r9Þlox 13

.db.t-l* dx '::= o

r9Þrox ïl

'l 
-¡=l--a.foro¡0r1+r (814 )

(BIs )

and

-a-_L fon n <0.,db.(ã/o=o

Expenimental nesults have been incfuded which, depending on the

inhe::ent tur:bulence level in the fr-ee stneam, follow the appnoximate,_ . _rr_ _:_':
b-ehaxiou¡r aceoz'ding to,(814). Recent:resul-ts by Mirls (ner. 2l) also

foJ-l-ow the cunve

¿-l:-:. i-i:
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